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RALLIES PRECEDE JAN. 5 CONGRESS
U.S. HURLS SHARP WAR THREAT AT JAPAN
ORDERS HUGE
NAVAL FORCE
INTO PACIFIC

Most Powerful Show of
Power in History to
Be Made in Spring

WASHINTON. Dec. 30,-Coincid-
ing with the Japanese denunciation
of the Washington treaty yesterday,
a long-prepared move of colossal
naval and aviation maneuvers was
thrust to high speed today by the
Roosevelt administration, a move
scheduled as the grimmest and
most tremendous demonstration of
naval power ever staged in the his-
tory of the globe.

The Roosevelt government will
hurl its battle fleet of 177 warships
and 554 war planes into the north-
ern and western Pacific as a huge
war threat at the very doors of
Japanese imperialism.

As evidence of the leading role in
war preparations which the United
States government is assuming, a
role in which the Roosevelt war-
government is so far outstripping
the belligerent efforts of all other
imperialist powers, the vast war-
games to be cast in the theater of
the Pacific Ocean as a threat to
Japan were announced prior even
to Japanese denunciation of the
pact.

On May 3, according to Admiral
Joseph M. Reeftjs, commander-in-
chief of the United States fleet, the
full complement of American sur-
face ships, airplanes and submar-
ines comprisjig the fleet, will sail
from the mainland to operate in a
"field” of 5,000,000 square miles. It
will be bounded on the north by
the Aleutian Islands (1,500 miles
from Japanese territory), on the
south by the Tropic of Cancer, on
the east by the mainland of the
United States, and on the west by
Midway Island. 1,200 miles west of
Honolulu.

Included in the force will be 177
surface ships. 447 airplanes of the
High Seas Area force, the dirigible
Macon, and approximately 55,000
officers and men. Four airplane-
carriers, nine light cruisers, 56 de-
stroyers, nine mine layers, thirty-
two submarines and thirty-nine
auxiliary ships will be a part of the
war complement.

The armada will steam westward,
making record cruises toward Japan,
with the main force heading for
Pearl Harbor, Honolulu, where one
of the most expensive and biggest
war bases in the world has been
built by American imperialism. A
northern wing will move toward the
Aleutian Islands, off Alaska, which
possesses numerous submarine bases
and more than fifty airplane sta-
tions. Separating at Pearl Harbor,
another powerful unit of the fleet
will continue westward to Midway
Island, a strategic military spot
highly important for re-fueling and
arming of battleships and sub-
marines.

In retaliation against such gigan-
tic preparations for the approach-
ing conflict, Japanese military
cliques, representing the small
group of Japanese imperialists, have
forced through the Japanese par-
liament one of the greatest war
budgets in the world, only exceeded
by incredible war-programs of the
Roosevelt government. Both war
budgets have been squeezed from
the working populations of both
countries, and at the expense of the
most necessary requirements of the
ruined and oppressed masses. Un-
employment insurance, farm relief,
education, hospital appropriations,
relief needs, all have either been
completely wiped out in the inter-
ests of imperialist struggle or have
suffered heavily.

Scottsboro Protest
Cable Sent by Dutch

Group to Roosevelt
Copy of a telegram to President

Roosevelt, demanding the freedom
of the nine innocent Scottsboro
boys, sent by the Holland Scotts-
boro Committee, with headquarters
at Amsterdam, Holland, has been
received in New York by the na-
tional office of the International
Labor Defense, 80 East 11th Street.

The Holland Committee, of which
G. Manoury. well-known professor
of mathematics at Amsterdam, is
chairman, has enlisted the support
of 93 prominent Dutch writers,
artists, university professors, physi-
cians and lawyers, for the Scotts-
boro campaign.

Send your greeting today on
the Daily Worker’s Anniversary!
Send a subscription with it!

More Technical Training
Is Emphasized by Stalin

In Talk on Steel Industry
DICKSTEIN
GETS POLICE
TO ASSAULTS

Workers Clubbed in the
Home of Investigator
of ‘Un-Americanism'
NEW YORK—Using the same

vulture tactics of the fascist hordes
of Nazi Germany, which he is "in-
vestigating,” Representative Dick-
stein of the Congressional Commit-
tee to Investigate un-American Ac-
tivities. secreted police and thugs
inside his home Saturday to assault
a delegation of workers.

The workers' delegation of five,
which entered Dickstein’s home
Saturday night to protest his at-
tacks upon militant working class
organizations under the cloak of in-
vestigating fascist activities and to
demand that he endorse the Work-
ers Unemployment Insurance Bill,
was elected at a mass meeting held
by the Downtown Unemployment
Councils.

As the committee entered the
house, totally unaware of the police
lurking in the hallways, Captain
Murray of the Seventh Precinct
gave the order to attack. Blackjacks
and clubs were swung at the work-
ers. Tony Marsh, a member of the
workers’ delegation, was hurled to
the stone steps. As he lay prostrate
and bleeding from a scalp wound,
police refused him medical aid and
jeered at the workers’ pleas that an
ambulance be called.

Other workers carried their com-
rade to the Henry Street Settle-
ment. where a doctor summoned by
members of the Settlement House
closed his wound with twelve
stitches. He was later rushed to a
hospital by members of the Settle-
ment House, who are also offering
to pay all hospitalization costs.

Throughout the day unemployed
workers had picketed Representative
Dickstein’s home at 306 East Broad-
way. Police on several occasions at-
tempted to halt the pickets. In the
evening, despite the bitterly cold
weather, 250 workers assembled at’
Rutgers Square and marched to I
Dickstein’s home, where they were '
greeted by 500 other assembled
workers.

The mass meeting elected the:
committee, which was later attacked
as they entered the house.

After the attack, workers at the i
mass meeting withstood the police
onslaught and refused to be intimi- ■dated or provoked. Indignant over |
the assault on their members, the
assembled workers dispatched four
telegrams of protest, one each to
Representative Dickstein. Mayor La
Guardia, and Police Commissioner
Valentine and Chief Inspector John
Seebry.

Soviet Workers Send
$395,500 for Victims

Os Fascism in Spain
<St>«isl so the nail' Worker)

MOSCOW. Dec. 30 <Bv Wireless).
—The collection of funds for the
assistance of the Spanish workers,
commenced by the workers’ organ-
ization at the appeal of the Spanish
section of the International Labor
Defense, has already produced 350.-
000 gold rubles, in Spanish currency
1.500,000 pesetas ($395,000). The
money was transferred to the Span-
ish I.L.D. organization for the as-
sistance of the Spanish workers and
the victims of the fascist terror.

SILK WORKERS
REJECT NEW
KELLER PACT
Lovestoneite’s Contract

Would Leave Wages
to Arbitration

PATERSON, N, J., Dec. 30 —The
new contract negotiated by Eli
Keller, Lovestoneite manager of
the American Federation of Silk

I Workers here, was rejected unani- ■■ mously at a meeting of shop chair-’
; | men and delegates last Saturday.

i In introducing the contract, Kei- j
i ler declared that it was better than
the original 1933 contract but was

! greeted by the workers with jeers '
and catcalls. The chief objection

\of the workers against the con- :
j tract is that the question of wages
is left to arbitration.

The rejection of the contract ■■ negotiated by Keller, makes it vir- i
tually certain that the Keller's

1 “Progressive Group” slate will be :
overwhelmingly defeated in the !
elections for officers of the plain !

• goods department, in which there
■ are 7,000 members.

The Lovestoneites in the “Prog- |
ressive Group” are making the most

; desperate efforts to save themselves
from being ousted. Their latest■ move is an attack against the rank I

i and file elements through a state- ’
; ment printed in the Jewish Daily
. Forward, calling for a fight against

I the "internal enemy.”
, This vicious attack is being ex-

posed by the rank «fnd file workers
. in the union as a last minute at-

tempt to confuse the membership.
The membership of the union is
now realizing that the attempt of
the reactionaries to save their posi-
tions is part of the effort of the
bosses to impose a wage cut.

Leaders Talk
At Banquet
For Center

NEW YORK.—Crowded to capac-
i ity, the Irving Plaza Hall on Satur-
i day night was the scene of the
‘ Workers’ Center Banquet, which in |
■ every respect was the most success-
[ ful in its history. Delegates from ij trade unions, workers’ clubs, frater-

nal groups and mass organizations
brought contributions to help in the
maintenance of the center.

The listed speakers were: Earl
Browder, general secretary of the
Communist Party; Clarence Hatha-
way, editor of the Daily Worker;
Jack Stachel. acting secretary of the
Trade Union Unity League; James
W. Ford, member of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party: ;
Charles Krumbein, New York Dis- l

i trict Organizer of the Communist
j Party, and Carl Brodsky, treasurer
of the New York State Campaign
Committee.

Joseph Brodsky, head of the legal
staff of the I. L. D.. was toastmaster.

The event was held under the
auspices of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party. ,

The special Anniversary and
Lenin Memorial Edition of the
Daily Worker, to he published on
Saturday, Jan. 19th, will have
significance for every American
worker. Canvassers, take orders
now! Organizations, don’t waft .
before ordering your bundles!

Judge in Sacramento Trial
Openly Supports Campaign
Io Railroad 18 Defendants

MANY CITIES
TO RE SCENES
OF MEETINGS

Sponsoring Committee
Urges All Groups to
Complete Programs

NEW YORK While workers’
delegates to the National Congress
for Uemployment Insurance began
speeding across the continent for
the historic sessions in Washington,
the National Sponsoring Committee
yesterday called upon all support-
ing groups to rally their member-
ship for huge mass meetings in all
cities on Monday, Jan. 7.

At that time, after their delibera-
tions. workers from the shops and
picket lines, from the forced labor
concentration camps and from the
organized and unorganized unem-
ployed will present their demands to
Roosevelt and to Congress.

Mere Locals Endorse Congress
Meanwhile, an increasing number

of local unions of the American Fed-
eration of Labor yesterday an-
nounced their support of the Na-
tional Congress and the election of
delegates.

Every effort should be made to
bring out the members of all groups
participating in the National Con-
gress to mass demonstrations in all
cities and towns in support of the
demands of the Congress and setting
forth local relief needs, at the same
time, the National Committee urged
yesterday through its executive sec-
retary Herbert Benjamin.

The increasing attacks upon the
unemployed, the announced total
abandonment, of the sick, aged and
crippled by the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration should be
made the focal point in mobilizing
all employed and unemployed in
city-wide demonstrations in the
cities and towns, the Committee de-
clared.

In its last minute instructions to
the delegates to the National Con-
gress. the National Committee yes-
terday stated that all delegates ar-
riving in Washington on Saturday
should report directly at the Wash-
ington Auditorium. Ninteenth and
E Streets. Northwest. Those arriv-
ing before Saturday should report
at the office of John Davis. 717 Flor-
ida Avenue. Northwest. After Sat-
urday. the Congress may be reached
by telephone at Metropolitan 9615
or Pontiac 4369.

Cleveland Delegates Meet
CLEVELAND, O . Dee. 30.—A final

meeting of all Cleveland delegates
to the National Congress for Unem-
ployment Insurance will be held
Wednesday night at 7:30 o'clock at
the office of the Sponsoring Com-
mittee. 942 Prospect Avenue. Room
469-X. All delegates are urged to
attend.

The Cleveland delegation will
leave for Washington. Friday. Jan.
4, at 3 p.m.. from the Greyhound
Bus Terminal. Superior Avenue and
East Ninth Street. All bus reserva-

i tions must be made not later than
Tuesday, Jan. 1.

While the delegates are in Wash-
ington. the local sponsoring commit-
tee urges that all workers flood their
Congressmen with the postcards is-
sued by the National Sponsoring
Committee demanding enactment of
the Workers Unemployment Insur-
ance Bill.

U.T.W. Local Sends Delegates
NASHUA. N. H.. Dec. 30.—United

Textile Workers Union Local 1829
endorsed the Workers' Unemploy-
ment Insurance Bill at its last meet-
ing and elected Georg ■ T. Haslam
president of the local, as delegate
to the National Congress for Unem-
ployment Insurance.

The United Shoe and Leather
Workers Union local here has also
endorsed the Workers' Bill and will
meet this week to elect a delegate
to the National Congress.

A. F. of L. Unions Send Delegates
WINSTON-SALEM. N. C„ Dec. 30.

-Tw delegates to the National
Congress for Unemployment and So-

; cial Insurance have been elected by
Local 461 of the Hod Carriers' Union
here.

BENTLEYVILLE. Pa.. Dec.. 30.
United Mine Workers of America,
Local 155. has endorsed the National
Congress for Unemployment and
Social Insurance and elected one
delegate.

MADISON. Wis.. Dec.. 30. The
John Reed Club of Madison has
elected one delegate to attend the
National Congress for Unemploy-
ment and Social Insurance.

NEWARK. N. J.. Dec. 30 The
Russian Mutual Aid Society. Branch

| (Continued on 2) N
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Man-Power Behind the
Machines Is Discussed

by Soviet Leader
(Special io the Daily Werker)

MOSCOW. Dec. 30 (By Wireless).
—Emphasizing that technique is no
mere "piling up of machinery” but
a development of the technical
knowledge and skill of the man-
power behind the machines, Joseph
Stalin, General Secretary of the
Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, yesterday sounded the slogan
of rearing “a numerous army of
technically and industrially trained
forces,” to a large delegation from
the metal plants of the Soviet
Union.

Visiting Joseph Stalin. V. M.
Molotov and G. K. Orjonikidze in
connection with the successful ful-
fillment of the production program
for the second year of the second
Five-Year Plan, the delegation,
through the Academician Bardin,
technical director of the Kuznetsk
plant, reviewed the great political
victory attained by ferrous metal-
lurgy.

Stalin Speaks on Tasks
In answering Bardin, Stalin dwelt

on the further tasks of develop-
ment of Soviet ferrous metallurgy
and on the most important prob-
lems in Socialist construction.

“We had,” said Stalin, "too small
a number of technically educated
persons. We were faced with the
dilemma of either starting the
training of a people in schools of
technical knowledge and postponing
production and the large scale ex-
ploitation of machines for ten years,
until the technically educated
cadres were sufficiently prepared,
or starting immediately to create
machines and developing their
large-scale exploitation and train
persons in technique in the process
of production itself. We chose the
second course and we decided open-
ly and consciously upon the in-
evitable expenditure connected with
a country lacking a technically
trained people able to handle ma-
chines. It is true, during this time
no small number of machines were
broken in our country, but we gain-
ed a most precious thing—the most
valuable in our entire economy-
cadres.

Educated Technicians
"In the course of three or four

years we created cadres of techni-
cally educated persons, both in the
sphere of the manufacture of all
sorts of machines (tractors, automo-
biles. tanks, airplanes, etc.), and in
the field of actually running them.

What Europe has done in the
course of scores of years, we have
been able to accomplish roughly
and in the main during three or
four years. The expenditures for
the breakage of machines and for
other damages were more than com-
pensated for. Therein lies the foun-
dation of the speedy industrialize -

tion of our country.
“But we would not have had these

achievements if ferrous metallurgy
had not been developed and had
not thrived in our country. We
have the full right to speak regard-
ing the great successes of ferrous
metallurgy' as constituting a basic
force in our national economy.

"We have conquered—this is true.
However, we must not be haughty
in connection with these successes.
The most dangerous thing is to be-
come comfortable in our successes
and forget our shortcomings, to for-
get our further tasks.”

Stalin pointed out certain short-

(Continued on Page 2)
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New York Delegates
Urged to Register
For Jan. 5 Congress

All New York delegates to the
National Congress for Unem-
ployment Insurance are urged to
register at once at the office of
the New York Sponsoring Com-
mittee. 799 Broadway. Room 642.

Delegates must bring with I
them $10.50 which includes
round trip transportation by
train, and food and lodging while
in Washington for the sessions
of the National Congress.

Registration will be made each ; i
day from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Tomorrow. New Year’s Day, reg-
istrations will be made from 2
to 8 p. m.

Individuals desiring to attend
the National Congress as ob-
servers may take advantage of
the low rate transportation by
registering with the local spon-
soring committee.

14 PLOTTERS |
SHOT IN USSR

Counter - Revolutionists
and Sei f-Confessed
Terrorists Sentenced

(Special io the Daily Worker)

MOSCOW, Dec. 30 ißv Wireless).
—The fourteen self-confessed ter-
rorists and counter-revolutionists
charged with the assassination of
Sergei Kirov and tried by the Mil-
itary Collegium of the Supreme
Court of the U.S.S.R. were adjudged
guilty, according to announcements
in today's papers, which published
the court’s verdict. The sentence-
execution by shooting—was carried
out immediately.

In examining the case of the ac-
cusation against Nikilaev and others,
of organizing and committing the
murder of Kirov, the session of the ’
Military Collegium, held at Lenin-
grad, established that from among
the former active participants of the
Zinoviev anti-Soviet bloc an under-
ground counter-revolutionary ter-
roristic group had been formed at
Leningrad, where the accused par- ’
ticipated. This counter-revolution- .
ary terroristic group was headed by j
the so-called "Leningrad Center.”
consisting of Katalynov, Shatski,
Rumyantsev. Mandelstam, Miasni-
kov, Levin, Sositsky and Nikolaev.

The underground counter-revolu-
, tionary work of this group became

1 especially active during 1933-34
when, having lost any hope of the
support of the masses, began to
utilize terroristic methods of strug-
gle, having in view by terroristic acts
directed against, the leaders of So- j
viet power to disorganize the lead-
ership of the Soviet government and
accomplish a change in the present,
policy in the sense of the so-called
Zinoviev-Trotzkyite platform.

The session established that this
underground terroristic co u n ter-
revolutionary group, not hoping to
realize its criminal purposes only i
by terroristic actions inside the
country was aiming directly at the

I (Continued on Page 2)

Cash Aid Is Needed
At Once to Insure
Success of Congress

NEW YORK.—A last minute
appeal for funds was addressed
to all organizations yesterday by
the National Committee of the
Congress for Unemployment In-
surance, 799 Broadway, Room
624, New York City.

Thus far, financial aid has
been very poor. This leaves the
Congress in a position where it
is unable to meets responsibili-
ties to workers in poverty-
stricken areas who are awaiting
aid to send their delegates to
Washington.

Every individual and organiza-
tion sincerely desirous of aiding
the campaign for unemployment
insurance is asked to rush funds
at once to the National Sponsor-
ing Committee, 799 Broadway.

FASCiSMHIf
BY STRACHEY

5,000 at Mecca Temple
Pledge Aid to Saar

Fight on Nazis

The anti-fascist forces have only
to achieve unity to bring “inevitable
and invincible success,” John
Strachey, famous English writer and
a leader in the figtit against, fas-
cism, declared on Friday night to
a meeting of over 5.000 people at
Mecca Temple held under the aus-
pices of the American League
Against War and Fascism.

Pointing to the necessity of form-
ing the broadest united front against
the advance of fascism. Strachey
emphasized that this unity was the
prerequisite for success on the part
of the anti-fascists. Fascism is not
inevitable, he said.

His eloquent plea for unity was
the high spot of the meeting. After
the speech by Strachey the audi-
ence unanimously adopted a resolu-
tion supporting bhe gallant fight of
the Saar workers to keep that re-
gion from going to the German fas-
cists. A telegram was sent to Max
Braun, one of the leaders of the
united front between Socialists,
Catholics and Communists against,
rhe Nazis, announcing full moral
and financial support, to which the
audience generously contributed.

The thesis of Strachey's talk was
the fact that fascism breeds war.
He anaylzed the situation in Europe
today and pointed to tne connection
“between the growth of fascism
throughout the continent and the
ever-growing danger of an explo-
sion of open warfare between the
capitalist states of Europe.”

Citing the events in Austria and
elsewhere, he ridiculed the assertion
of Sir Oswald Mosley, the English
fascist, that fascism stood for a
“majestic period of peace.” He
showed how fascism immediately
after being given power- in any capi-
talist country, increased intema-

(Continued on Page 2)

Defends Stool Pigeons
and Police Relatives

on Coast Jury
By JACK CRANE

(Special te the Daily Worker)

SACRAMENTO. Calif.. Dec. 30.
The jury was finally selected for the
trial of 18 workers charged with
violating the California Criminal
Syndicalism Law, and the effort to
railroad them to long terms in jail
is expected to begin in earnest this
coming week.

Before the jurors were sworn in.
the court was informed by Leo
Gallagher, International Labor De-
fense attorney, that the defendants
were not satisfied with the jury and
were of the opinion that they could
not get a fair trial. Gallagher again
charged the prosecution with plant-
ing Mrs. Rose and other friends and
close relatives of members of the
District Attorney’s staff on the jury, i
He again voiced objections to the
methods practiced by the jury com-
missioner of drawing jury panels
from the habitues of pool rooms
and booze parlors.

Admits Planting Stool Pigeons
District Attorney McAllister tacit-

ly admitted Gallagher’s charge that
the prosecution had placed stool
pigeons among the defendants to
help in their frame-up. not denying
Gallagher's charge, but making the
cynical reply, "not as many as you
have."

Gallagher placed McAllister on the
stand and questioned him on the
planting of stools on the jury and
in the cells of the defendants to
report back to McAllister the dis-
cussions by the defendants on the
merits of the Jurors.

“During the time the defendants
were defending themselves, didn't
you have stool pigeons placed in
their cells?” Gallagher demanded.

The prosecution objected to the i
question and was sustained by Judge
Dal M. Lemmon, while McAllister
shouted from the witness stand "I
am conducting this case to the best
of my ability and I refuse to an-
swer your question.”

Mistrial Refused
Thereupon Gallagher asked that

the court declare a mistrial. His
request was immediately denied by
Judge Lemmon who. in his hostility
to the defendants, has even taken
liberties with the Declaration of In-
dependence, altering a quotation
from that historic document in
which the right of the people to
overthrow the government is up-
held.

Returning to his questioning of
McAllister. Gallagher asked. “Since
you say you are conducting the case
to the best of your ability, why are
you afraid to answer my question?”
McAllister ignored the challenge.

Gallagher then offered the court
to produce proof that a dope addict
known as Cunny Niles was placed
in the cells of the male defendants.

| that he listened In on their discus-
sion of prospective jurors, and that.

. whenever the defendants expressed
the opinion that certain prospective
jurors might be impartial, these
prospective jurors were excused the
next day by the prosecution.

Nora Conklin, one of the defend-
ants, testified that Marie Flores, a
stool pigeon, was placed in the cells
of the women defendants, and car-
ried information on all discussions

(Continued on Page 2)

Behind the Fable of 'Kidnapping the President' Is a Dire
Threat Against American Labor

AN EDITORIAL

THE House Committee "investigating un-American
activities.” better known as the Dickstein com-

mittee. is playing right up William Randolph
Hearst's alley.

They’ve discovered a plot to kidnap the Presi-
dent!

And who are the alleged kldnappsrs-to-be? None
other than the Reds.

Now if this were a publicity stunt of Paramount
to advertize its movie. "The President Vanishes,”
everybody would consider them clever rascals.

The whole thing would be ludicrously funny,
were it not the wildest imaginative poison deliber-
ately utilized by the Dickstein committee, lacking
anything more substantial, on which to base its
anti-labor recommendations to Congress.

This sort, of hair-brained scare plot always is
part of the fascist drives against labor and espe-
cially against the Communist Party.

When the Lindbergh baby was kidnapped, the
Hearst press declared it was a plot of the Commu-

nist International. Now that the Nazis are collect-
ing funds in this country to defend Bruno Haupt-
mann on the charge of kidnapping and murdering
the Lindbergh baby, Hearst and the rest of the
capitalist press turns its attention to bigger game.

When the Morro Castle went up in flames and
more than 124 people were burned to cinders, the
Federal investigating committee as well as the Ha-
vana police, at first charged the Reds with the
crime. It was later definitely proven that the Ward
Line was guilty. Inflammable material had been
transported on the ship and the officers had been
instructed not to call for help until it was too late.

In order to Inaugurate the bloodiest drive against
the German working class Hitler ordered the burn-
ing of the Reichstag in Berlin and then tried to
blame it on the Communists.

Everybody remembers how the heroic Commu-
nist defendants, led by Georgi Dimitroff. turned this
trial into a counter-offensive against the Nazi in-
cendiaries. It has since been proven, by confessions

of the. Nazis themselves, that the Nazi Minister
Goering personally ordered and supervised the fir-
ing of the Reichstag.

And now the Dickstein Committee, as a sort of
last feeble squib, sets off the canard about Commu-
nists in the U. S. plotting to Kidnap the President!

* ♦ •

IIERE is how the plot is "proved” by the Associated
“ Press, whose despatch all of the leading boss pa-
pers print on their front page with scare headlines:

“Walter S. Steele, of Washington, D. C., ap-
pearing for the American Coalition of Patriotic,
Civil and Paternal Societies, said a Red plan was
being widely circulated in Communist circles to
create civil war during a general strike; invade the
White House; kidnap the President and his cabi-
net; take over the government and supersede it
with a Soviet State."

So much and nothing more!
The plans, according to Mr. Steele, were discov-

ered In a raid on the Minneapolis Workers School

during the teamsters' general strike.
When the Dickstein Committee. long before it

closed its sessions, received telegrams from leading
officials of the Communist Party demanding the
right to answer the slanders and the lies raked
up against militant labor, these law-writing ’in-
vestigators” of Communism did not reply.

When the Communist Party declared that the
Dickstein Committee, under the guise of "investi-
gating” Communism and fascism, was actuallj’ pre-
paring for a more vicious drive against all labor or-
ganizations to help the New Deal attack on the
workers’ living standard, the committee replies with
the fairy-tale about a plot to kidnap the President.

Had the Dickstein Committee taken the trouble
to find out what the Communist program and tac-
tics are from official spokesmen who insisted on
being heard, it could have easily known the truth

But the truth is the last thing these gentlemen

(Continued on Page 2)
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Dyers Union Delegates Smash Anti-Communist Move
Overwhelming Defeat
Given Leader's Motion
To Oust Reds in Local

Routing of Reactionary Leadership in Paterson
at Saturday Elections Foreshadowed hy Action

Growing Out of Anti-Fascist Motion
(Special to the Daily Worker)

PATERSON. N. J., Dec. 30.—Anthony Ammirato, presi-
dent of the American Federation of Silk and Rayon Dyers,
Local 1733 of Paterson, was booed down and defeated by an
overwhelming vote, at Thursday’s meeting of shop chairmen
and delegates, when following a motion, made by a worker,
to support an anti-fascist meetinj
he made an amendment that the
local goes on record to condemn anc
expel Communists. In making thi-
amendment he explained that this Is
in occordance with the policy out-
lined in the letter of William Greer
to expel Communists,

The Paterson local, parent organ-
isation of the Dyers Federation, ha.<
a membership of 15,000. As it in-
cludes more than 75 per cent of th*
total membership of ths Federation
Its action in repudiating the red-
baiting policy of Green and Ammir
ato is regarded as one of the most
significant victories of the rank anc
file in the union, and an indicator
that the reactionary president anc
his entire slate will be defeated ir
the electio*-

The action of the shop chairmer
came when a motion was made bj
one of the shop chairmen to give
support to an anti-fascist meeting
at, Central High School, on Jan. 4
sponsored by the Paterson trade
unions, at which Giuseppe Emanuelt
Modigliani, leader of the Italian So
clalist Party, will speak. Following
that, one shop chairman spoke anc
expressed a pro-fascist position. It
was then that Ammirato, handins
the chairmanship to Charles Vig-
orito. rose to make his amendment
T|' union’s election campaign ha.

aroused the interest of the entin
membership, and every indicatior
points to a sweeping victory’ (or th<
rank and file “Vigorito slate." Th<
membership is especially bei n (
aroused against the obvious man
euver of the reactionaries, in plac
Ing Thomas Ventura as third can-
didate in th? field for president o
the loeal. Thomas Ventura wa;
hardly even seen during the strike
His candidacy is now quite generail?
regarded as a move of the Ammir
ato group to place a ‘ dummy" can
didate in the field who will pose a
a progressive, and may draw' awa?
votes from the obvious majority so
Charles Vigorito. rank and file can
didate for president. The trick i
being exposed among the member
sfiip Anthony (Tony) Ventura, on,
of the rank and file leaders runnini
for business agents, has made i
cleat to all members that he ha
nothing in common rvith the reac
tionarr policies of his brother
Thomas.

ig ’

j Fascism Hit
■ By Strachey
i. i (Continued from Page 1)
ic i

( I tional tension to the breaking point.
* I He quoted from the almost in-

-1 j credible jingoistic utterances of the
‘ fascists to illustrate how' these lead-

_ I ers were taking their countries very
'' I rapidly to war. He used Hitler's
’I i declaration that Germany must
d I wage a war of extermination against
” : France as a case in point.

j Strachey said that it was pre-n j cisely because fascism was unable
| to relieve or to solve in any degree

n the world-wide crisis of capitalism
'V ’ that it pointed toward war as thee I way out. In fact, the whole capi-

- talist world wr as heading for war.
4 - i he asserted, because the capitalists
le j can see no other way out than in a
le ( resort to arms.j-1 —.

!| | Daily Worker Salesman
i Syndicalism Trial Set

f- Middle of Next Month1.1
J® I PORTLAND. Ore., Dec. 30.—Trial

‘ of Edward Denny. Daily Worker
in ; salesman, charged with criminal

| syndicalism because of his chair-
& i manship of a meeting last July 27gI to protest, the terror against the

j West Coast strikers, has been post-
; poned to January 14.

| Denny is the third criminal syn-
-31 i dicalism defendant to go on trial in
ls ! Portland, and the fourth in Oregon,p - as a result of vigilante—police raidsy ion workers' headquarters, homes and

1 ' ! meetings, designed to break the West
’* . Coast strike. In Portland. Don

Cluster. 21-year old organizer of the,y : Young Communist League, has been
’r i sentenced to a year in jail, and Dirk

j DeJonge. Communist candidate for
1S ; mayor in the last municipal elec-r ‘

| tions, to seven years.
All three cases are being appealed

| by the International Labor Defense.
if j which is waging a broad legal andvs mass campaign also for the defense

of the remaining criminal syndical-
■r> ism defendants, and for the repeal

of the anti-working class law.

U. S. Sanctions
Slur at Negro
In Document
Treasury Department

Uses Term “Nigger'’
in Official Letter I

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Dec. 30 !
I Official, government sanction is
' given to the chauvinist term “nigger" ,
in a circular letter sent out under !

i the official seal of the IT. S. Trcas- |
ury Department, headed by Henry .
Morgenthau, Roosevelt appointee.

The circular letter, sent to every |
narcotic agent in the nation, ‘
warned against a Harlem informer,'
Edward Jones, who, it is alleged. I

' absconded with federal money given :

I him for use in his stool-pigeon ac- |
tivities for the Narcotics Bureau. :

The description of Jones was at- jI tached, and included the following j
I offensive expression “medium, and j
i might be termed a ginger-colored '

nigger."
The use of the chauvinist ex-

' pression by the Roosevelt admin- |
| istration is part of the whole pro-Ii gram of the New Deal against the I
| Negro, with its wage differentials in II the South and in, the textile and ;
I other industries; the attacks on 1j Negro croppers and farmers under ji the A.A.A. and the Bankhead Act; j

and the refusal by the Department'
of Justice to afford protection to!
Claude Neal, Negro worker, although I
advised 36 hours in advance of the
plans for his lynching, and subse-
quent refusal to use the Lindbergh j
Kidnaping Law against the lynchers j'
who kidnaped Neal and transported j
him across the Alabama border to :
Florida where he was subpected to
terrible torture and finally lynched
on October 29 near Marianna, Fla.,
a few miles from a IT. S. naval post.'

The Roosevelt government, it is
reported, is bring deluged by pro- j
tests by thousands of Negroes who.
disgusted with' the Republican Party,
voted for Roosevelt und«r the delu-
sion that a change in capitalist

: parties would affect their conditions
for the better.

Peddlers’ Union Plans
Organization Campaign

NEW HAVEN. Conn,. Dec. 30—Ij An announcement has been made |
: by the New Haven Junk Peddlers ■! Union, Inc., through its organizer.'

S. Brown, that it intends to carry
on an extensive campaign of organ-
izing the peddlers throughout Con-
necticut. The organization plans to
include fruit and vegetable peddlers
as eligible to membership. The main
demands of the organization as put

; forward at this time,' as explained
, by Brown, include one for a uniform

! State license fee. and for the right
of peddlers to go from city to city

, in Connecticut without being sub-
-1 ject to local ordinances.

Soviets Overfulfill
Oil Production Plan;

Open ManyNewFields
Baku Workers Celebrate Big Economic Victory

on Anniversary of Great Strike Against
Czarist Oppression

to the Daily Worker)

BAKU, U.S.S.R., Dec. 30 (By Wireless).—In a region!
which is crammed with more dramatic struggle and change
than almost any other part of the Soviet Union, the chief in-
dustry of Baku, oil, yesterday completed its program of pro-
duction ahead of schedule. For the second year of the Second

Behind the Fable of 'Kidnapping the President" |
Is a Dire Threat Against American Labor

—i - An Editorial ' ■

ILD Secretary
And 2 JailedI
In New Orleans

I wThree Workers Arrested
For Protesting

Police Terror
(Special to the Daily Worker)

NEW ORLEANS, La., Dec. 30.
Ann Miller, secretary of the Inter-

i national Labor Defense here, and
I J. S. Moore and Feadest Lemoine,

were arrested and jailed yesterday
when they went as a delegation to
E.R.A. headquarters to protest the
arrest and sentencing of unemploy-
ed workers for asking for relief.

The 1.L.D., calling for nation-
wide protest against this act. points
out that it is the continuation of
the policy of attempting to smash
the Unemployment Councils while
cutting relief and jailing leaders
of the unemployed in an effort to
stem the rising militancy of the
workers, ‘s well as to hinder the
plans of local workers to send a
delegation to the National Con-
gress for Unemployment and Social

I Insurance, convening in Washing-
ton, D. C„ January 5.

Local workers held several pro-
test meetings and pledged to con-
tinue the fight, and to send a dele-
gation to Washington despite the
Increased terror here.

iRallies Precede
Jan. 5 Conference
(Continued from Page 1)

60, has endorsed the National Con-
gress for Unemployment and Social
Insurance and elected one delegate
to go to Washington.

RUSSELLVILLE. Ark.. Dec. 30.
The Hodcarriers, Building and Com-
mon Laborers’ Union of this city has
endorsed the National Congress for
Unemployment and Social Insurance
and elected one delegate, to go to
Washington.

CONNEAUT. Ohio. Dec. 30. At
a meeting of all Finnish organiza-
tions in Conneaut the National Con-
gress for Unemployment and Social
Insurance was endorsed and a dele-
gate elected.

Farm Union Elects Delegate
HICKSVILLE. N. Y.. Dec. 30.

The Farm Workers' Union yesterday
endorsed the National Congress for
Unemployment and Social Insur-
ance. One delegate was elected to
go to Washington.

PERTH AMBOY. N. J„ Dec. 30.
One delegate to the National Con-
gress for Unemployment and Social
Insurance has been elected by the
Russian Mutual Aid Society here.

EASTHAMPTON. Mass., Dec. 30.
—Wilfred J. Lapointe, president of

■ Local 1845, United Textile Workers
of America, has been elected to go
to Washington as a delegate to the
National Congress for Unemploy-
ment and Social Insurance.

CHICAGO, Hl., Dec. 30. The
I Workers' League of Effingham

1 County has unanimously endorsed
i the Workers’ Unemployment Insur-
ance Bill. The League has petitioned
its Congressman to push the cam-
paign for the bill in Congress.

NEW ROCHELLE. N. Y„ Dec. 30.
—The order of Owls. Huguenot Nest
1714. has endorsed the Workers' Un-
employment Insurance Bill. The
secretary was instructed to write to
Senators Wagner and Copeland and
to Representative Millard advising
them of this fact and asking their
co-operation in supporting the bill.
The organization thoroughly studied
seven unemployment insurance bills
and decided that the Workers’ Bill
was the only adequate one.

New Support in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE. Wis., Dec. 30.—The

County Council of the Workers
Committee on Unemployment of

Wisconsin, voted to endorse the Con-
gress for Unemployment Insurance
at its last meeting and elected dele-
gates.

In addition to sending official
delegates from the County Council,
the meeting, at which fourteen out
of nineteen branches were repre-
sented. called upon all branches to
elect delegates If possible.

PHILADELPHIA. Pa., Dec. 30
The Italian Mutual Aid Society en-
dorsed the National Congress for
Unemployment and Social Insur-
ance and elected a delegate.

HAVERHILL. Mass., Dec. 30-
One delegate was elected to the Na-
tional Congress for Unemployment
and Social Insurance by the United
Shoe and Leather Workers here.

Citv Councils Endorse Bill
MAYNARD, Mass., Dec. 30.—The

Workers Unemployment Insurance
Bill was endorsed by the Maynard
Board of Selectmen last week when
* committee elected at a local con-

' ference called by the Unemploy-
ment Councils presented the bill,

i The town has a population of 7,156.
Two delegates from this town will

attend the sessions of the National
. Congress for Unemployment Insur-

ance.
MAPLE HEIGHTS, Ohio. Dec. 30.

—The city of Maple Heights, with
a population of 5,950, endorsed the
Workers Unemployment Insurance
Bill when it was presented at the
last City Council meeting by the
Small Home Owners Federation.

NEW YORK.—The Bronx Inde-
pendent Political Club of the Third
Assembly District. 574 Southern
Boulevard, endorsed the Workers
Unemployment Insurance Bill and
elected one delegate to the National
Congress for Unemployment Insur-
ance at Its last meeting.

j Five Year Plan it produced 19.000,- ’
' 000 tons of oil. which is 4,000,000

| tons more than for 1933. Before the :
’ revolution the Baku oil industry i
produced 7.480 000 tons yearly.

At the time of their nationaliza-
tion in 1920 the Baku oil fields
formed a picture of complete chaos
and devastation. As a result of war
and intervention by the imperialists
the oil output fell to the level of the
nineties of the last century. The,
Soviet power of Azerbaijan, under
the direct leadership of Sergei Ki- ,
rov. performed the enormous work >
of restoration of the Baku oil field'’
and their reconstruction.

At the beginning of the First Five
Year Plan the output of the Baku \
fields did not exceed the output of
the last pre-war year, but the First
Five Year Plan as a whole was ful-
filled in two and a half years. The !
speed of oil production in the last i
two years. 1933 and 193*, exceeds all;
previous records.

New Oil Found
Under Soviet power many new oil

fields wer» brought into operation.
In many of these points the capital-
ists of the old Czarist empire long
sought but could never find oil. Sur-
veying now extends not only over ■the entire Apsheron Peninsula, buts
far beyond its boundaries. Sur-!
veyors' derricks are now met at a !
distance of 135 to 150 miles from
Baku.

New areas are being prepared ‘
which far exceed the old areas in |
=ize and wealth. The method of the
exploitation of oil have changed be-
yond recognition as compared with
the capitalist period. Seventy-three

I per cent of all oil is now obtained by
mechanized methods—compressors

| and deen pumps. The remainder is
obtained from gushers. In 1933 in
Azerbaijan 94 per cent of the oil
output was obtained from wells
drilled under the Soviet government
and onlv 6 ner cent from the old
wells drilled bv the capitalists. This
show that th? new owners of Baku
oil not only understand how to se?k
new sources, but can well guard old
inheritances.

The oldest Balkhan district, which
the capitalists considered
is now foremost in the Baku oil
fields. It systematically surpasses its
nlan and on the average produces
11.000 tons of oil daily. Besides the

I oil. gas. which under the capitalists
i was released into the air. is now
I completelv utilized. The manufac-
! ture of oil in the Baku and Brtoum■ nil distilleries has now reached such

i a. high level of technique and such
size that no comparison is possible■ with the capitalist period.

Old Life Gone
Naturally, there Is absolutely no

comparison possible of the life of
the workers now with their life un-
der the capitalists. The former
"bosses” now would not know the
oil-fields, and would never recognize

' the workers. The oil workers now
work six and seven hours a day. No
trace is left of the former unbear-
able exhausting toil. Nothing re-

I
Stalin Emphasizes
Technical Training

(Continued from Page 1)

Ocomings in the work of the metal-
lurgists. “In all developed coun-
tries." he said, “steel smelting is
ahead of pig-iron smelting. There
ere countries where steel smelting
exceeds pig-iron smelting by 25 to
30 per cent. It is the contrary in
our country—here steel smelting
lags be*nd pig-iron smelting. How
much longer will this continue?

“Well, it is now impossible any
longer to consider our country as
‘wooden,’ to consider that there is
no scrap iron, etc., in our country.
Now we are a metal country. Isn't
it time to do away with this dis-
proportion between pig-iron and
steel?

“Many persons have Incorrectly
understood the Party slogan, ‘in the
period of reconstruction technique
decides everything.’ ” Stalin said.

Explains Technique
“Many understood this slogan

mechanically, that is. the® under-
stood it in the sense that if we
pile up more machines, all that is
demanded by this slogan would be
satisfied. This is incorrect. It is im-
possible to take away from tech-
nique the people who are putting
technique into the movement.
Technique without people is dead,

jThe slogan, ‘in the period of re-
construction technique decides

| everything,’ implies not naked tech-
nique but technique headed by
people who have mastered tech-
nique. Only such an understanding
of this slogan is correct. And since
we have already learned the value
of technique, it is time openly to
declare that now the chief thing is
the people who have mastered it.
But from this it follows that if
previously stress was laid one-
sidedly on technique in machines,
now stress must be laid on th* in-
dividuals who have conquered
technique. Our slogan of technique
requires this.

“We must take care of each
worker who is capable, who under-

(Continued from Page 1)

wanted. They are too intent on filling the air with
sueh stinking lies about kidnapping Presidents in
order to befuddle the minds of the workers, rather
than trying to learn what the Communist Party
actually is striving to do in this country.

In the Daily Worker we have repeatedly, on doz-
ens of occasions, pointed out that the Communist
Party is against Individual violence. It is against
assassinations, or other crimes, which come so easy
to the fascists, to the Hitlers, Mussolinis and even
to the henchmen of the big employers in this coun-
try who did not hesitate to murder over 57 American
strikers during the past year.

The Communist Party believes its ends can be
gained by wanning the majority of the American
working class, who, through their mass action, will
overthrow’ capitalist domination, with its misery, its
hunger, its wars and fascism, and establish a rule of
the toiling people. Soviet rule, a government of the
working elass against their oppressors, the capitalist
class.

Since the Communist Party regards President
Roosevelt, or any other President under American
capitalism, as merely the mouthpiece of the most
powerful forces in Wall Street, whose control of the
government and whose ownership of the basic
means of production are the decisive factors, what
could be gained by such a fantastic scheme as kid-
napping the President?

♦ * ♦

BUT this plot fable has another reason for its
”

existence.
As the year closes, unemployment grows by leaps

and bounds. Congress is about to open with greater
starvation facing the unemployed masses. President
Roosevelt prepares to slash direct unemployment re-
lief as well as to spur the fight against unemploy-
ment insurance. In this situation the Dickstein
Committee, seconded by William Randolph Hearst,
feel they are doing American capitalism a great
service by letting off this opium-fume concoction of
a plot to kidnap the President to divert attention
away from the growing mass discontent being led to
higher political levels by the Communist Party.

That, the Communist Party is striving to win the
majority of the American toilers for a Soviet regime
is true. But what has that got to do with ‘ kidnap-
ping the President"?

The Communist Party openly and frankly tells
the American workers that so long as capitalism
exists, their sufferings will increase. Roosevelt will
not only prepare for war. but must sooner or later
plunge the American toilers into a new bloody
slaughter. Capitalism cannot cure the fundamental
crisis from which the people have suffered for over
five years. In fact, every move of the New Deal
throws hundreds of thousands more out of work,
slashes living standards, and increases the whole
basis for fascist developments.

The Communist Party, leading the struggle for
the improvement of the conditions of the workers,
for unemployment Insurance, and against the at-
tacks on wages, on th? trade unions, declares that
th« workers' problems will be solved only when capi-
talism is overthrown—by the might, by the organi-
zation of the great masses of toilers, of the Ameri-
can workers.

A Soviet regime would have no need for kidnap-
ping, which is a typical feature of corrupt Ameri-
can capitalism. Composed of the workers in the fac-
tories. organized in their councils, acting as the rul-
ing force, Soviet power would end capitalist domi-
nation. It would take over the factories, the mines, j
the mills, the banks, and transform them into prop-
erty of the people, not as they are now, the private |
property of the du Ponts (with their 39,000 per cent ;
war profits), of the Morgans, Rockefellers. Raskobs,
Mellons, and their ilk, who bleed the workers in
war and drive them to starvation in “peace” in
order to pile up their profits.

4ND Soviet power could not be achieved by kid-
" napping the President, as anyone with intelli-
gence above the Dickstein committee’s fairy-story
writers would know. Soviet power is the power of
the revolutionary toiling masses, convinced in their
majority that capitalism should be ended. It is the
organized ruling will of the majority of toilers. It
could not be achieved by such a silly coup as “kid-
napping the President,” if all of the armed forces
of oppression of the workers, the capitalist courts,
the army, the navy, the militia, the police, are still
in the hands of the class for which President Roose-
velt thinks, speaks and acts, the employing class.

No such plans can be found either in Minne-
apolis or New York or Chicago. They grow only out
of the frantic imagination of the poison propa-
gandists for the employers who do not dare answer
the questions brought up by the Communist Party
openly and fearlessly before the whole American
working class—the question of the struggle for So-
viet power, by the winning of the majority of the
toiling population in the United States.

The kidnap plot story’ will be laughed to ridicule
by the majority of the American people. Not even
the most hardened fascist will believe it, but will
recognize it as part of fascism's stock-in-trade.

But what the Dickstein committee is trying to
achieve by this slimiest of tricks is something more
substantial which threatens the whole American
labor movement. Behind this most ridiculous
smoke-screen will go on the preparation of anti-
Communist legislation in order to hit the vanguard
of the American working class in their fight against
capitalist slavery.

The hope of the employers is that by these vile
methods they can blind the American workers to
the historic fact that every fascist drive on labor
always begins by directing its brunt against the
Communist Party. This is then followed up by an
onslaught against the trade unions, which would be
made easier if the Communist Party is driven
underground.

Answer this latest provocation of the Dickstein.
committee by more intensive struggle for the united
front against fascism. The Communist Party calls
on all workers, all anti-fascists, to give these forces
of ignorance and oppression who think that Ameri-
can labor is stupid and credulous enough to believe
such fairy stories, their proper reply. Smash the
red-baiting drive in the trade unions, in the schools
everywhere.

Workers! Defend the Communist Party against
the attacks of the powerful employers 'and their
red-baiting apparatus in the government.

Join the Communist Party 1

*
mains of the previous barracks for

■ workers. The grounds which were
•, formerly unique in the world for
dirt are now covered with gardens

' and parks. The workers live In
newly built beautiful workers’ set-

i tlements constructed by the Baku
Soviet. Some consist of neat cot-

! tages of two or three flats, others
contain many storied airy blocks
departed from each other by strips
of greenery. Many miles of good as-
phalt road connect the town and

! the oil-fields and connect the oil-
fields among themselves. The elec-

| trie railway, the first in the U.S.S.R.
the building of which was begun

i under Kirov, now stretches 35 miles.
Even’ group of oil-fleld.s has its own
palace of culture, its own factory'
kitchens, school, parks, etc. Social- j

i ist Baku has taken one of the first
places in the ranks of Soviet cities, |
which are growing from year to i

j year.
Celebrate Anniversary

The big economic victory of the
workers of Baku coincided with the
thirtieth anniversary of the great
heroic strike of the Baku workers.

I December. 1904. This was one of
the greatest clashes of the proleta-
riat with their basic enemies before

| the revolution of 1905 and attracted
the attention of the workers of all
Russia, playing an extremely impor-

i tant role in the struggle of the Rus-
sian proletariat. At the head of the

j struggle of the proletariat in the oil
industry stood the Baku Bolshevik
organization. In the revolutionary

I formation of the Baku organization
Stalin’s work nlayed a tremendous
role, forming the foundation of the
Trans-Caucasian Bolshevik groups.
Ths strike was conducted in the
form of a political struggle.

In the demands of the strikers a■ full political program as well as a
table of the economic needs of the
oil workers were combined. The
workers indignantly rejected the at-
tempt of the oil bourgeoisie to bribe

i them < the proposal to distribute 50.-
000 rubles for alleged support of the
strikers) and exposed the receipt of I
8 000 rubles by the Mensheviks, who
thus even then acted as the paid
agents of the bourgeoisie. As a re-
sult of the strike, which lasted from
Dec. 26 to Jan. 13. the first collec-
tive agreement in the history of the
labor movement in Russia was'
made. Th’s agreement registered a
number of important economic im-
provements. but the significance of
the collective agreement consisted
not only in these improvements, but lt ev*n more in the fact that it united I
all the workers, contrasting them |
against the collective capitalist oilowners. All the workers of Russia
watched the struggle of the Bakuproletarians with hope and sympa-
thy. The wide scope of the entire■ proletariat of Russia after the■ counter-revolutionary slaughter of

1 Jan. 9. 1905. was undoubtedly pre-■ pared and strengthened by the he-
roic struggle which the proletariat
of Baku conducted in December
1904.

| stands and actually bring him up.
i We must bring up persons with as

' great care and as attentively as a
, gardener rears a favorite fruit tree.

• We must educate, help others in
, growing, give them perspective,

promote them in time, transfer
them in time, if someone cannot
manage his work, without waiting
until he finally collapses.

To bring up with care and
qualify people correctly, to correctly
distribute and organize them in
production and to organize wages
so as to strengthen the decisive

, links in Industry and to promote
people to a higher qualification—-
this is what we need in order to
create a numerous army of indus-
trially technical cadres.”

Discussion Follows Speech
Stalin's speech was followed by a

‘ lively conversation lasting without
interruption about seven hours. The

: leading workers in ferrous metal-
' lurgy, the general directors and

! technical directors of the plants and
chief shops, the Party workers and

, working men—these shock-workers,
, spoke. The speakers detailedlv dwelt

, on the perspectives of ferrous metal-
lurgy for 1935, as well as the ma-
terialization of the problems put

( forward by Stalin. More than
twenty persons spoke. The speeches

, graphically demonstrated that dur-
. ing the recent years the workers in
, metallurgy had achieved great suc-

cesses in the mastery of technique,
that they know well not only their

, own enterprises but other plants,
’ that enthusiastic competitions has

developed a higher standard of So-
; clalist work. V. M. Molotov and

G. K. Orjonikidze spoke, closing the
conference.

r
Orders have been Issued by

[ Harry Hopkins lo ent millions of
• unemployed workers off the relief

, rolls. It is absolutely essential fors all workers to give their fullest
support to the Workers’ Unem-
ployment and Social Insurance
Bill. H.R. 7598. Send your vote to
the Daily Worker today! Get your
friends to vote! Get them to be-
come regular readers of the Daily

, Worker, which Is sponsoring the
Bill. Get them to subscribe!

2 Dead in Jacksonville
As Police Launch Drive
Against Negro People

Youth's Head Crushed in Station House, Negro
Man Shot Dead by Officer Following Rail-

roading of Charles Curvin to Prison
■■■—l I ■ I '■

JACKSONVILLE, Fla., Dec. 30.—Two dead, one badly
! beaten, and scores endangered is the score thus far in Jack-

j sonville’s latest wave of police terror which began when a
Negro, Charles Curvin. railroaded to a life sentence for the

j self-defense slaying of a bullying white fireman was granted

Judge Defends
Stools on Cal. Jury

(Continued from Page 1)

to the matron, who relayed it on to ’
the prosecution.

Judge Defends Prosecutor
The court answered this evidence

’ of the planting of stool pigeons in
the cells of the defendants, with the
opinion that Gallagher was “too sus-
picious," telling Gallagher “I
wouldn't be as suspicious as you
are.”

"Would you call ths Rose incident
mere suspicion?" Gallagher de- j
manded.

"Yes," Judge Lemmon replied, al- j
though he was present when Mrs.
Rose testified that Deputy District I
Attorney Buehler visited her during :
the work of selecting a jury, end re-
ceived gifts of ducks and highballs
from her. Judge Lsmmon refused
to listen to further testimony on
this point.

On demand of the prosecution,
two alternate jurors are to be >
chosen in event any of the regular
jurors should become incapacitated.
Sixteen extra challenges have been
allowed, eight for the prosecution
and eight for the defense.

Juror Worked for General
It was revealed that juror How-

ard Mclntire who had asked to be
put on the jury two days prior to
being called, had worked for the
State in the office of the Adjutant
General of the National Guard for

' 25 years, and was a member of that 1
National Guard for seven years.

, \ Juror P. M. RacklifTe is A real estate ’
. broker, and a former member of i

the Chamber of Commerce. Juror
Mrs. Clara Keith has a son in the

' Sacramento police department who
is also a member of the American
Legion.

SACRAMENTO. Calif., Dec. 30.
' At the continuation today of the

judicial investigation into the can-
ard spread by the prosecution of

; the receipt of “red threats” against
District Attorney McAllister and a

’ juror, this additional attempt to
1 , frame-up the defendants was again

! exposed by Leo Gallagher, despite
■ the efforts of Judge Lemmon to

protect prosecution witnesses.
. Whenever witnesses were comer-
, ed by the defense attorney, the '

I judge would interrupt Gallagher's ,
. questioning and himself ask lead-

I ing questions intended to afford a
cue to the witnesses and to hinder
the probing by the defense attorney.

Denies Verifying Threats
Mrs. Burns testified that she was

' in the apartment of Juror Mrs. Nix
, from two to three on the afternoon

, the threats are alleged to have been
[ made. She said she could not hear :

, what was said when Mrs. Nix an- :
: swered the door bell, but noticed ■that each time Mrs. Nix became
• more and more nervous. Although
, she sat by a window, she could not

i remember locking out to see who
was ringing the door bell. She de-
nied making a statement verifying ,
the threats, as reported in the Sac-

, ramento Bee.
s Reporter Clark of that paper tes- i

> tified he made inquiries on the
death-threats, but strangely passed
up an opportunity for a scoop. H«-
further testified that Mrs. Nix’s
husband and three other men,
roughly dressed, were present in the
apartment at the time. Questioned

' again, Mrs. Burns stated that the
' three men were father and broth-
' ers.
i ■ Mr. Nix admitted that he was a

former member of the Ku Klux
Klan, and also admitted his ineli-

, gibility for juror service as he has
. not lived in the state the required

; length of time. Despite this fact, |
he was drawn on one of the jury
panels. When Gallagher demanded
why he had accepted the jury (

’ Jury subpoena, he replied, “I don't
’ know.” When cornered he became 1
( very hostile and was rescued by

Judge Lemmon.

Demands Use of “Negro”
Nix had charged Martin, an I.L.D. |

’ member, with having made threats
5 against Mrs. Nix. and holding meet- i1 Ings with Filippinos and "niggers" in
> his (Martin’s) apartment. Gal-
- lagher demanded that Nix refer to ;
- Negroes as Negroes, whereupon Nix ’■ retorted "I always call them hig-
• gers." “Well, you will call them Ne- '
1 groes at this hearing,” Gallagher :
1 replied.

"Did you have supper with your |
wife when you came home on the j
night the threats were made,” Gal-

I. lagher asked.
i \ "Mind your own business," the
e witness replied, but later apologized
e at the direction of the court, and
• replied, "No, I don’t think so.”
e “Did you go to the grocery store

that night with your wife?”
“No."

-1 “Your wife testified that on that
1 night you went with her to the

n grocery store and she made supper
s i for you. What do you say to that?”
41 “I don’t remember,” Nix lamely
1 1 replied.
- I The judicial investigation is to be

I continued next Saturday.

!>a new trial here two weeks ago.
Most brutal and cold-blooded of

j the police atrocities was the wan-
i ton murder of George Bennett, 21-

i year-old Negro youth. Bennett was
arrested last Sunday and jailed on
"suspicion of receiving stolen goods.”
On Tuesday he was removed from

| the jail to the hospital, and on
Thursday relatives were notified

i that he was dead. The explanation
■ given was that Bennett had had a
“fit.” Relatives, however, assert that

’ Bennett had never had a fit in his
life, and that when taken to the
police station had been in the best
of health and unscarred in any

; way. This contrasted sharply with
the mangled condition of his body
when it was given to the under-
taker; the back of the head was■ horribly crushed in and one eye

i had been almost knocked out.
Second Killing

I On the following Tuesday morn-
1 ing, the second killing was chalked
up by the swashbuckling official

j thugs when Elijah Sallee was shot
i through the heart by Patrolman J.
H. Allen. Allen tells a fantastic
story of Sallee having a knife in his
hand, "with blood on it,’’ and of
slashing at the officer when ap-
proached. The only evidence of this

[ "attempted attack” on the person
of the policeman, however, was a

‘ small cut in his uniform. Sallee
died immediately.

About a week ago an eleven-year
old boy whose name was not learn-
ed was cursed at by the white clerk
of a doughnut shop in the heart of
the Negro section of the city. The
lad remonstrated with the clerk,
and was hit across the head with a
stool. The boy was net seriously
hurt, however, and ran, hurling a
brick at his tormentor. Police were
called, and a few moments later

' several armed men in plain clothes
drove upon the scene, drew a pistol

' upon the helpless lad and then beat
him pitilessly about the head with
a blackjack. The boy eventually
escaped.

Connected With Fireman Case
That the wave of terror has a

direct connection with the case of
the death of the ftreman is clearly
shown in the events that followed
the killing last month. Charles
Curvin. a Negro bell-hop, was re-
turning from a. dance just before
daybreak. As he reached a corner
he was stopped by someone who
thrust a gun through the closed
window of his automobile and be-
gan cursing him. Excited by the
breaking glass and fearing a hold-

i up, Curvin fired the revolver he
| carried in his car for protection.
The shot killed J. J. Williams, later
proved to be a fireman who was at-

i tempting in the usual local man-
ner to command a Negro to halt
his car because of a fire hose.

I Curvin was immediately arrested,
and in the presence of dozens of
white and Negro witnesses, taken
back to the scene of the killing and
brutally pummelled in an attempt
to wring a confession from him.
Witnesses to the open third degree

. testified that Curvin was “red from
head to foot” after this torture.
Despite his potestations cf inno-

| cense of premiditation, he was given
a life sentence.

At his retrial the charge was
changed from murder to man-
slaughter, the latter carrying a
penalty of as little as one year, and

i from this date began the present
series of atrocities by the local law
officers and hired thugs.

14 Plotters Shot in
The Soviet Union
.(Continued from Page 1)

armed intervention of foreign states.
Under the instruction of this group
the accused Nikolaev frequently
visited a certain consul in Lenin-
grad (the name of the consul and
country is not mentioned) with■ whom he carried negotiations con-
cerning a possible form of assistance
and from whom he received for the
counter-revolutionary terrorist
group 5,000 rubles.

! It was also confirmed by the ses
sion that the accused in the case,

i being participants in the under-
ground counter-revolutionary terror-
istic group, on tlie direct instruc-
tions and under the immediate
leadership of the terroristic "Lenin-
grad Center," prepared and com-
mitted the murder of Kirov on Dec.
1 in Leningrad in the Smolny In-

i stitute. The court found all the
accused, numbering fourteen men,
guilty of committing the crime con-
tained in articles 58-8 and 58-11 of

i the criminal code of the R.S.F.S.R,
: having in view the resolution of
; the Central Executive Committee of
I the U.S.S.R. of Dec. 1, 1934, the
, court sentenced Nikolaev, Kotolynov,
Shatski, Rumiantsev, Mandelstam,
Miasnikov. Levin, Sositsky, Sokolov,
Yuskin, Zvezdov, Antonov, Khanik,
and Tolmazov, to the supreme pun-
ishment-shooting with confisca-
tion of their property. The verdict
was fulfilled.

What is the real significance of
the Nazi "purges” now going on?
The Daily Worker is the only
paper that tells yon. Read the
Daily Worker every day! Sub-
scribe to the Daily Worker! Give
presents in the form of subscrip-
tions to the Dally Worker!
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SURVEY SHOWS 450,000 MORE LOST THEIR JOBS IN NOVEMBER
TWO UNEMPLOYED
ONE ON PART-TIME,
OUT OF EVERY FIVE
Wages Now Stand at 53.5% of 1925-7 Level,

While Work Relief Wages Average
$6.10 Weekly, Report Admits

NEW YORK.—The regular monthly report on unem-
ployment by the Pen and Hammer which was issued yester-
day shows that 450,000 workers lost their jobs in the month
of November. The Pen and Hammer survey follows an an-
nouncement by the American Federation of Labor that 420,-
000 workers lost their jobs during:
the same period.

Out of every five workers in the
United States, there are two em-
ployed, one partly unemployed and
two totally unemployed, the pre-
liminary figures of the Pen and
Hammer show. This ratio is based
on the employment estimates for
November as follows:

16.575,000 fully employed.
8.500,000 partly unemployed.
14,525,000 totally unemployed.

• “These figures,” the Pen and
Hammer survey pointed out, “do
not include the 12,700,000 independ-
ent farmers, self-employed profes-
sionals and the small shopkeepers
and businessmen that make up the
balance of the working population.

Figures Include P.W.A.
The figure for the employed in-

clude all P.W.A. workers. Those for
the unemployed include 3,330,000
new workers who have come of age
since the 1930 census. The Pen
and Hammer in revising its figures
of October for young -workers, based
its estimation on 1928-29 conditions.
Although giving this lower figure,
the Pen and Hammer pointed out
that statistical evidence has not
been computed by the government
agencies, and when and if such
computation is made, the estimates
for the totally unemployed will al-
most certainly have to be revised
upward by 500,000 to 1,500,000.

“The loss in production resulting
from partial and complete unem-
ployment is greater than has been
generally realized. When the loss
due to partial unemployment is
roughly estimated as one-fourth
that of complete unemployment,
then the total production loss equals
that of approximately 18.000.000
workers.”

Based on Census
The Pen and Hammer figures for

partial unemployment are based on
studies of the Census of American
Business, 1933; report of the Presi-
dent’s Organization on Unemploy-
ment Relief (1932) brought to date
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
figures, local surveys of unemploy-
ment in Buffalo, Louisville. Ky„ and
Philadelphia, reports of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission, data
by the Department of Labor cover-
ing various industries, and reports
of employment of members of the
American Federation of Labor.

CHICAGO, 111., Dec. 28.—"Consi-
derably sharper than average season-
al declines” in both wages and jobs
were reported yesterday by the Illi-
nois Department of Labor. Jobs
fell 2.7 per cent from October, and
total wages were cut 3.6 per cent.
On the basis of the 1925 to 1927
average used by the Department of
Labor, wages now stand at 53.5 per
cent of normal.

Among the weekly average wages
reported by the Department of
Labor are $13.50 in the men's
clothing industry; 13.29 in miscella-
neous textile trades; $11.40 in fruit
and vegetable canning; and $11.43
in the thread and twine industry.
Hotels and restaurants paid an
average of $14.97 a week to all
workers. These averages, it must
be remembered, include high wages
paid to those in executive positions,
and do not represent the miserable
wages given the workers.

During the month of November,
104.080 persons were on work relief
at an average weekly wage of $6.10.
Even this was not all in cash, but
in grocery orders, coal, shoes and
clothing, the Illinois Relief Com-
mission pointed out.

Destitution Rises in Massachusetts
BOSTON, Mass., Dec. 30.—Em-

ployment dropped 1.4 per cent in
November as compared with Octo-
ber, and wages slumped 1.5 per cent,
according to the Massachusetts De-
partment of Labor, which based its
reports on returns from 1,583 manu-
facturing concerns.

FW iT’S DV
Chicago, 111.

New Year's Eve Celebration Mon-
day, Dec. 31 at 3733 Hirsch Boule-
vard. Auspices John Reed Br. 546
1.W.0. Adm. 30c.
Booboisie Frolic, New Year's Eva.
given by Theatre Collective. Un-
usual entertainment. Adm. 35c, 3419
Roosevelt Road. Time: 9 p.m.

Philadelphia, Pa.
New Year's Eve Dance and enter-
tainment. Monday. Dec. 31 at Girard
Manor Hall, 911 W. Girard Avenue.
Good orchestra, bar and buffet.
Lenin Memorial Meeting Friday, Jan.
18, 1935 at the Market St. Arena.
46th and Market Sts. Prominent
speakers, excellent program. Buy
tickets now.
War or Peace in the Saar Plebiscite?
Lecture and discussion at Lulu Tem-
ple, Broad <fc Spring Garden Sts.
Auspices Phila. Relief Comm, for
Victims of German Fascism. 8:15
p. m. Thursday, January 3, 1935.
Lawyers’ Banquet. Friday evening,
Jan. 4, 8 p.m. at Broad St. Mansion,
Broad and Girard Aves. Prominent
speakers and talents. Adm. 50c. Aus-
pices International Labor Defense.

Cleveland, Ohio
The 10th Ward Assembly Unemployed
Council 1 will hold a benefit for its
Washington Delegates Jan. 1, 8 p.m.
at Slovenian Hall, 5607 St. Clair Ave.

HELP WANTED: Agents to sell NEW
MASSES subscriptions. Live leads
furnished. Commissions and ex-
penses for active workers. Apply:
NEW MASSES, Midwest Bureau.
Room 1500, 5 N Wabash Ave., Chi-
cago. 111, any day at 3 p.m.

Oregon Parley
LaunchesFight
for CivilRights
To Work for Repeal of
Criminal Syndicalism

Law
By DAWN LOVELACE

PORTLAND. Ore., Dec. 30.—One
hundred delegates, representing 29

j organizations, as well as a large as-
sembly of spectators, attended the
Oregon Civil Rights Conference here

j last week which worked out a pro-
' gram of action for (1) repeal of the■ Oregon Criminal Syndicalism Law;

(2) to appose legislation against the
\ rights of free speech and assembly,
and (3) to resist all attacks on civil

\ rights and liberties.
! Harry L. Gross, International La-■ bor Defense, made the keynote
speech, showing the relationship be-

| tween local anti-working class ac-
i tivities and the New Deal. Matti Meehan of the International Long-
i shoremen’s Association stressed the
: need for combatting the efforts of
I the employers to smash organized iilabor, as demonstrated by the frame- I

'' up "riot” charges against 34 I.L.A. j
men and a number of textile work-

| ers.
I Rev. Ross Anderson, President of
the Portland Civil Liberties Union,
urged united action by labor and
liberal groups. Volney P. Martin,
member of the Central Labor Coun-
cil, also urged united efforts against

I the reactionary attacks.
Resolutions passed included pro-

: tests against the “riot” frame-ups
of A. F. of L. workers; protests
against the transient camps, and the
practice of forcing jobless single
men into them at the cost of their
franchise; demand for the repeal
of the Criminal Syndicalism Law.

I and opposition to the attempts of
| the bosses to curb free speech and
assemblage rights of the toiling
masses.

Permanent committees were
elected to broaden the united front
movement established at the con-

\ ference, and to organize actions for
' the repeal of the Criminal Syndi-

calism Law.
' Cliff O’Brien, I.L.D. attorney, was

elected chairman of the conference.

Send your greeting today on
the Daily Worker’s Anniversary!
Send a subscription with It!

Farm Workers
Move to Force
Release of 11
South Jersey Militants

Also Demand Return
of Fines to 8

VINELAND, N. J., Dec. 30.—After
rescuing one of their militant lead-
ers, William O’Donnell, out of the
hands of the authorities of Cum-
berland County through an inten-
sified campaign of mass pressure,
workers of South Jersey are open-
ing another campaign to force the
return of fines and dropping of
charges against nineteen workers,
growing out of the militant resist-
ance to fascist tactics during the re-
cent Seabrook Farm strike at
Bridgeton.

On Friday, January 4. the cases of
eight workers arrested during a free
speech fight in Vineland last Sep-
tember and fined $75 and costs, will
come up for review before Judge
Leßoy Loter in Cumberland County
Courthouse, Bridgeton. South Jersey
workers are sending protest tele-
grams into Loter’s office demanding
the immediate return of the fines.
Workers and workers’ organizations
throughout this part of the country
are urged to send similar protests.

“Hundreds of protest telegrams,
letters, resolutions, phone calls, dele-
gations, and demonstrations forced
Prosecutor Thomas Tusso and
Recorder Craeamer to back down
and release O’Donnell,” a statement
of the defense committee said. “Sim-
ilar mass pressure will force Judge
Loter to return the fines imposed on
these eight workers for daring to up-
hold the right of strikers to speak
in the streets. All organizations are
urged to send resolutions to Judge
Loter and Prosecutor Tusso, Cum-
berland County Court House.
Bridgeton, New Jersey.”

Eleven farm workers, arrested dur-
ing the Seabrook Farm strike, still
hav* charges hanging over them in
spite of a promise by Tusso to drop
prosecution, when he was badly
frightened by the intensity of the
mass campaign for O'Donnell. South
Jersey Workers are demanding im-
mediate dropping of all charges
against these workers, and are urg-
ing workers’ organizations to also
flood Tusso with telegrams demand-
ing he keep his promise in these
cases.

Union Forces L. R. B.
To Admit Furniture
Companies Violate 7a

BOSTON. Mass.. Dec. 30. The
National Labor Relations Board,
after a delay of three weeks, has
made a sterile decision that five up-
holstery firms have violated Section
7-A in discriminating against union
workers. The upholstery firms are
the Peerless, Union Parlor. Freeman
Parlor, Bay State, and Soboff and
Clickson companies. All five com-
panies fired workers because of their
union affiliation. Two other firms,
the Prime and Standard companies,
refused to “bargain collectively” with
the union.

The decision came after members
of the National Furniture Workers
Industrial Union bombarded the La -

VOTE
for the Workers’ Unemployment Insurance Bill

H. R. 7598 '

This ballot is sponsored by the
DailijylAVorker

■rwm«a« M»rr B.SJL. iiwtiii «r f— ir vutiinMUl

America’s Only Working Class Daily Newspaper
50 East 13th Street

New York
(Cut out and sign this ballot today)

BALLOT
I have read the Workers’ Unemployment and Social

Insurance Bill and vote

FOR Q AGAINST

Name .

Address City
Vote without delay and return your ballot at once to

the worker who gave it to you, or mail it to
the "Daily Worker”

Jobless Plan Mass Actions
As Buffalo Relief Is Slashed

Employed and Unemployed Name Delegates to
National Insurance Congress—Hunger

Marchers Elected in Lackawanna

BUFFALO. N. Y„ Dec. 30.—Spurred into greater activ-
ity by a recent ten per cent city-wide relief slash, employed
and unemployed workers here are electing delegates to the
National Congress for Unemployment Insurance and plan-
ning a series of demonstrations. Immediately following the
announcement of the relief cut, 100->
members of the Black Rock and
Riverside locals of the Unemploy-
ment Council jammed the relief sta-
tion. Supervisor Blackwell offered
to meet with a small committee, and ‘
when the workers refused, police
were summoned. The workers held
their ground and forced a member
of the County Welfare Committee to |
meet with the entire delegaion of
100. Immediate relief increases were I
given all workers present and cloth-
ing orders were promised. Black
Rock local of the Unemployment
Councils alone is sending ten dele-
gates to the National Congress.

In Lackawanna, a steel town out-
side of Buffalo, five of the recent
Hunger Marchers, who were met by
police clubs in Albany, have been
chosen by their respective organ-
izations as delegates to Washington.

The Unemployment Councils have
called for mass demonstrations be-
fore all relief stations on Saturday,
Jan. 5. A city-wide demonstration
will be held Monday, Jan. 7 de-
manding withdrawal of the 10 per ,

bor Relations Board with protests
against the discrimination.

In the cases of the mattress com-
panies, where over one hundred
cases of discrimination occurred, the
board ruled for the employers and
declared the union had failed to
make a case.

The furniture workers will only

Socialistsjoin
Fight To Free
Hillsboro 14

Mass Pressure Forces
Senator to Propose
Repeal of C.S. Law

CHICAGO, Hl., Dec. 30—Joe G.
Brinocar, State Secretary of the So- j
cialist Party of Hlinois, in a letter j
to A. R. Newhoff, District Secretary 1
of the International Labor Defense,
informs him that the Socialist Party .
is willing to enter into the united
front for defense of the Hillsboro |
defendants. He also expressed the ;
willingness of the Socialist Party to !
accept the program advanced by:
the International Labor Defense as
a means of defense, including mass.
actions and a broad .ampaign for I
the repeal of the Criminal Syndi-
calism Law.

In the coal fields there is a grow- ■ing movement for the defense of;
the Hillsboro frame-up victims, and
for repeal of the Criminal Syndi-
calism Law. As a result of the mass
pressure, Senator Monroe of Collins-
ville is introducing a bill for the
repeal of the Criminal Syndicalism
Law in the State Senate.

The branch of the International
Labor Defense in Benld is organiz-
ing a mass meeting on January 4, in
the Colonial Theatre. The branch
extended an invitation to Senator |
Monroe and to Robert Minor of the
Communist Party. Invitations will
also be extended to the Progressive
Miners of America and to the So- !
cialist Party to send speakers to this
meeting.

The following are the additional j
local unions of the Progressive
Miners of America which have
passed the resolution demanding re-
peal of the Criminal Syndicalist!
Law and the quashing of the in-
dictment against the 14 Hillsboro
defendants. They are Local 129 of I
the P.M.A. of West Frankfort. Local
35 of Mount Olive and Locals 18 and
37 of Staunton.

The trial of the Hillsboro defend-
ants begins on January 7. Local 42
of the P.M.A. in Nokomis, has de-
cided to supply trucks to carry the
miners from Nokomis to Hillsboro
to attend the opening of *he trial.

Government Employees
Call Roosevelt Policy |
A ‘National Disgrace’

WASHINGTON. Dec. 30.—The
Roosevelt government has been pur-
suing “the spoils policy for more
than a year and a half so that It
has become a national disgrace.”
while “living costs have sharply in-
creased.” it was declared today by
the National Federation of Federal
Employees in a statement summa-
rizing the year’s activities of Roose- ■velt as they affected government
employes.

The organization pointed out that
the Roosevelt government has in-
troduced "economies” at the expense
of the federal employes, and de-
nounces these pay cuts as “ill-ad-
vised.”

Thousands of federal employes ■had to give up over $500,000,000 of
their year’s income this year as a
result of the drastic pay cuts insti-
tuted by Roosevelt in the interests
of “economy.”

>

cent relief cut, a 20 per cent in- I
crease in relief, and endorsement of
the National Congress since Buffalo 1
recently endorsed the Workers’ Bill.

To Hold Mass Rallies in Rochester
ROCHESTER, N. Y., Dec. 30.—A

sendoff mass meeting will be held :
here Thursday, Jan. 3 to greet the |
delegates to the National Congress
for Unemployment Insurance.

A mass demonstration will be held
Monday, Jan. 7, at the office of
Welfare Commissioner Kelley de- ■I manding a general increase in all ;

! relief and endorsement of the Work- j
ers’ Bill and the National Congress.
Returning delegates from the Con-

' gress will report at a huge mass
meeting to be held Saturday, Jan-

: uary 12.
Under the leadership of the Un-

employment Councils, workers here
are enlisting the support of small
storekeepers against the policy of
the Welfare Department which
forces them to make all purchases

i in the big chain stores.

be able to end this discrimination,
in both cases, by means of their or-
ganized power and protest, a state-
ment of the Furniture Workers In-
dustrial Union declares. The rul-
ings of the board which seem to
favor the workers are ignored by
the employers whenever thev see
fit.

Economic Development Shows the Failure of New Deal
By DAVID RAMSEY

AT the end of 1934 American cap-
italism still finds itself in the

midst of what Stalin called a "de-
pression of a special kind.” Indus-
trial production and business ac-
tivity are a little higher than a year
ago, but there has been no funda- !
mental improvement in the general
economic outlook. If we cut through
the rosy ballyhoo of the administra-
tion, we will see that the situation
is probably more acute in the United
States than in most of the other
capitalist countries.

In the first place unemployment
has been increasing steadily, and

now the number of unemployed is
larger than it was a year ago. Even ;
the conservative A. F. of L. figures ,
show the number of unemployed
workers in November to have been
11,459,000, a half million more than j
last year’s total. The actual volume
of unemployment is probably be-
tween fifteen and sixteen million.
It is now admitted by bourgeois
economists that this is he most sig-
nificant indicator of present condi-
tions. Unemployment is the cen-
tral problem of the crisis, and its
growth after 18 months of the
N.R.A. is eloquent proof of the fail-
ure of the New Deal to solve the
economic problems of decaying cap-
italism.

The two upturns that took place
under the New Deal indicated that
capitalism can never solve the prob-
lem of unemployment. The specu-
lative boomlet in the spring of 1933 I
pushed production up about 70 per
cent, but wages went up but a few
per cent, and only a small fraction
of the jobless were reemployed. Pro-
duction almost reached "normal”
levels, yet some fourteen million
workers remained unemployed. In
the spring of 1934 there was another
upturn, but again no significant re-
duction in unemployment.

Fewer workers were turning out
a larger output of goods. The rapid
increase in exploitation which had i
been an outstanding feature of the ’
“prosperous” twenties con tl n ued
rigtit through the crisis. From 1919 I
to 1929 the speed-up of workers
(productivity) increased by forty
per cent. But from 1929 to 1933
there was an even faster rate of in-
crease, the degree of exploitation
increasing by twenty-seven per cent
according to Charles A. Bliss of the
National Bureau of Economic Re-
search. Under the N.R.A. the work-

Unemployment Gains, Wages Sink, Value of Dollar Declines as Profits Soar
—Balance Sheet of 1934 Shows Roosevelt's Promises

Have Evaporated in Thin Air

ers are being continually forced to
work at a faster pace and later fig-
ures would show' an even large in-
crease in the rate of exploitation.

Unemployment Permanent
This means that unemployment

has become a permanent problem
which capitalism can never solve.
It has been estimated by economists
that even if American economy■ could again reach the levels of 1929

I there would be no Jobs for six to
I eight million workers. Capitalism's
I one solution for the unemployed
problem is starvation and forced la-
bor.

Along with increasing unemploy-
ment there are other indications of
the inability of American capital-
ism to emerge from the throttling
grip of the economic crisis. Business
is borrowing less from the banks
than it did last year. There was a
decrease of $625,000,000 in business
loans in 1934. and assets are piling
up in the banks despite all efforts of
the government to loosen up credit.
Despite the surplus of capital there
has been practically no new invest-
ments. New capital investments in
1934 were even lower than in 1933
and were only two per cent of what
they had been in 1929. The frozen
money market is a reflection of the
inability of the capitalists to utilize
the present plant capacity of the
country. With industry operating at
only a fraction of capacity there is
no incentive to finance new under-
takings.

Then there is the acute state of
the construction industries. Build-
ing construction is smaller than in
was a year ago, and no amount of
housing ballyhoo will launch a new
building boom. From the point of
view of the capitalist market there
is no shortage of shelter. , Conse-
quently the efforts of the adminis-
tration are not directed toward pro-
viding workers with low cast hous-
ing or clearing the slums. It is anx-
ious to cut the wages of the build-
ing workers as part of its general
offensive for lower wages. With low
wages and with government sub-
sidies, the building interests hope to i
be able to start another speculative
real estate boom. But in view of the

sharp conflicts of interest in the real
estate field this is not likely to take
place on any large scale.

The emphasis in production has
been toward war materials with the
government spending over twn bil-
lions for the construction of an im-
perialist war machine. While war
preparations do not account for the
entire improvement over the lowest
point of the crisis, they played a
large role, and their importance will
increase as the capitalists strive for
an imperialist offensive all over the
world.

The other characteristic of the
period is the continued pouring of
money into the hands of the cap-
italists by the government although
as the capitalists improved their
position these subsidies have be-
come smaller.

Profits Increase
The bright spot in the general pic-
ture for the capitalists is the huge
increase in profits as a result of the
N.R.A. By increasing the exploita-
tion of the workers, by direct and
indirect wage cuts (higher prices), I
they were able to make the biggest
profits of any year since 1930. Ac-
cording to the Federal Reserve
Bank. 209 companies alone had
profits of $202,800,000 during the
first nine months of 1933. In 1934
they increased their profits by 112
per cent to $430,500,000. They more
than doubled their profits in the
face of a constant decline in pro-
duction from May to October.

The capitalists have improved
their position at the expense of the
workers and small farmers. As a
result of the N.R.A. codes which
are written and administered by
monopoly capital, the minimum
wages of the codes have tended to
become the maximum. Conditions
of work have grown worse, and part
time work has nullified what hourly
wage increases the workers were
able to win from the employers.
Taken as a whole the American
working class is worse off than at
any time during the crisis. The \
worker has seen his living stand-
ards constantly lowered by the rising
cost of living which has risen by
10 per cent under the New Deal,
acVo”“ sources.

Food and clothing are 30 per cent
higher than when Roosevelt took
office.

The American working class has
fought back against, this reduction

1 of its living standards. The strikes
of 1934 made labor history, and
indications point to a mounting
strike wave in 1935. Already in steel
and in automobiles the manufac-
turers are extending their schedules

i in anticipation of strikes for bet-
ter conditions and higher wages.
“Nation's Business," the official
voice of the United States Cham-
ber of Commerce, is worried that
"strikes will continue a serious drag
on business for the next year.”

Poor Farmer Hit
The poor farmer like the worker

also has not benefitted from the
New Deal. The things that he buys
have increased in price far more
rapidly than the products that he
sells. The drought and the crop
restriction program of the Roose-
velt regime have only added to his
burdens. Higher farm prices and
government benefit payments did
not materially increase his purchas-
ing power.

It was the rich farmers and the
insurance and mortgage companies
who benefitted most from the A.
A.A. The latter were able to collect
their interest payments and increase,
their holdings of farm lands. Cor-
porations lending on farms by 1933
had increased their holdings
through foreclosures from $294,000,-
000 to $511,000,000 in 1932 and $770.-
000,000 in 1933. The money value
does not give an accurate picture of
the acreage acquired since land
values fell drastically during this
period.

For the worker as the Department
of Agriculture has admitted, the
A.A.A. has meant higher food prices
and the cutting down of his pur-
chases. Since the A.A.A. was in-
augurated more than $550,000,000 in
processing taxes was added on to
the food bills of the masses.

Consequently while the profits of
the capitalists have grown enor-
mously, they have diminished the
purchasing power of the masses
This stands jp t’ • way ofJ » r®*l
improveme’ situation. The

increase in unemployment with Its
accompanying reduction of the
purchasing power of the masses
will lead to a further intensifies - I

i tion of the crisis sooner or later.
The failure of the New Deal to ■solve the crisis is now’ admitted in

guarded form by the bourgeoisie
themselves. The best that they hope
for is that 1935 will be slightiy bet-
ter than 1934. But there are no ex- i
pectations that there will be any j
appreciable improvement. Colonel
Leonard Ayres, economist and vice-
president of the Cleveland Trust
Company, has predicted that 1935
■will be “another year of depression."

Burden Increases
The sixth winter of the crisis 1

therefore finds the capitalists all
the more determined to find away
out at the expense of the toilers. !
Through more speed-up and fur-
ther wage cuts, and through the
inflationary rise of prices they hope
to put even more of the burdens of
the crisis upon the workers. The 1
factors making for inflation are in-
creasing in pressure, and the next 1
six months will see new develop-
ments in this direction. By that
time the national debt will have
run over 31 billion dollars, besides !
municipal and state, debts totalling
over 15 billion dollars. Already the
interest on the government debt
alone amounts to about a billion
dollars a year. More and more the
government is depending upon
short-term loans w'hich must be
constantly renewed. These factors,
the increasing sale of government;
securities to the banks and the per- !
sistent efforts of the administration
to raise prices, can only lead to new-
inflationary moves.

In the face of such dark pros-
pects the workers must intensify
their struggles against the capital-
ist offensive * which is driving for
starvation wages, forced labor for
the unemployed and imperialist ex-
pansion. More than ever it is nec-
essary to push the fight for ade-
quate relief and unemployment in- i
surance; for higher wages and bet-
ter conditions; against taxation of
the necessities of life, and for taxa-
tion of the monopolies and the rich.
Only in this way will the workers ;
take the burdens of the crisis off '
their shoulders, and take the first ;
steps through struggle towadd learn-
ing the fundamental lessen that ;

their welfare lies in the overthrow
of capitalism which is responsible
for their present miserable

GUILD PLANS UNION
PARLEY TO MEET'
PUBLISHERS’ DEFI

National Conference Projected to Fight for Work-
ers" Rights as Newspaper Owners Plan to

Meet on ‘Freedom’ to Fire

NEW YORK.—Reacting to the challenge of the Amer-
ican Newspaper Publishers’ Association, which has called a
special national anti-union convention of publishers, the
American Newspaper Guild yesterday made plans to call a
national counter-conference of all unions in the newspaper
industry. a

The Newspaper Guild’s step fol-
lowed the unanimous approval byI the representative assembly of the
New York Guild of a resolution call-
ing for such action at its meeting
Friday. The resolution also recom-
mended calling an immediate mass
meeting in New York in which the
false issues of “freedom of the press"
raised by the publishers will be clari-
fied.

The publishers' action came as a
response to the reaffirmation of the
National Labor Relation Board’s de-
cision ordering the San Francisco
Call-Bulletin, a Hearst newspaper,
to reinstate Dean S. Jennings, chair-
man of the Guild unit on that paper,
fired for Guild activity. The N. L.
R. B.’s decision came as the result
of the challenge o' the Guild's dele-
gation which walked out of the first
session of the newspaoer code hear-
ing, denouncing the N.R.A. admin-
istration as a tool of the publish-
ers.

The publishers' call for their
emergency convention, spread on the
front pages of almost every news-
paper in the country, completely
concealed the labor aspects of the
situation, raising the issue of "free-
dom of the press," which in this
case is freedom of publishers to pre-
vent the organization of editorial
employes.

Plans of the Newspaper Guild are
not complete, Jonathan Eddy, execu-
tive secretary, said, adding that the
aim of the Guild is to mobilize the
broadest possible representation of
workers in the industry to fight for
the right of all workers to join an
organization of their own choosing.

Copies of the New York Guild
resolution were sent Saturday to all

! Guilds throughout the courtly, to
. the A. F. of L. unions in the In-
. dustry. and to President Roosevelt
' and other administration officials.

Boycott Looms in Oakland
SAN FRANCISCO. Dec. 30. A

boycott by organized labor aga’

the Oakland Tribune is now in
nent as a development in the
Francisco Newspaper Guild's ci
paign to get public support in
fight to force reinstatement of thr
Guild members discharged for oi
ganizational activity. The campaig.
has already cut the circulation o.
the Tribune by 4.000 and has forced
the publisher to lying front page
editorials laying the trouble to “out-
side agitators.”

The Central Trades and Labor
Council of Alameda County gave
the new turn to the Guild struggle
by instructing its secretary to in-
form Joseph R. Knowland. pub-
lisher of the Tribune, that his paper
would be placed on the unfair list
unless the three discharged workers
were reinstated and the staff s free-
dom to organize and bargain col-
lectively were recognized. The boy-
cott movement is supported bv of-
ficials of the State Federation of
Labor. Fifty thousand handbills
have been distributed from house
to house, calling on the public to
cancel subscriptions.

What is the real significance of
I the Nazi "purges” now going on?

The Daily Worker is the only
paper that tells you. Read the

I Daily Worker every day! Sub-
scribe to the Daily Worker! Give
presents in the form of subscrip-
tions to the Daily Worker!

3S O N G S
ABOUT
LENIN 1

Available for Small Cities

Write for Terms and Dates to

GARRISON FILM DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Cleveland, Ohio

AEIF YEAR’S EVE.

RED PRESS
MASQUERADE BALL

PROSPECT AUDITORIUM
| J 2612 ProsP€ct Avenue

DANCING GOOD ORCHESTRA3 J g I FAMOUS SOVIET MOVIE
Admission at door 30c, with ad 26c

ARRANGISO RY DAU.Y WORKFR. MORNING FRFTHRTT and YOUNG WGRKFR

chicagoTillinois

nth ,

Anniversary
DAILY WORKER

FEATURING

e NEW THEATRE NIGHT
PRESENTING

STEVEDORE CAST - NEWSBOY -

SAT. rth LYNCHED - TROOPS ARE MARCH-
JAN. J 8 p.m. ING - CAPITALIST FOLLIES OF

1934 - And Many Other Attractions

NORTH SIDE 25c in Advance 35c at Door
Tickets at 2019 West Division St.: M)5 So.

TURNER HALL s# Pa,k A’e ™ w"‘

R()gTON
-

MASg

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL
New Years Eve Celebration
Monday, December 31, 1934
NEW INTERNATIONAL HALL

42 WENONAH STREET. ROXBURY

Concert Start? at 3 P. M. Dancing; from 11 till morning
Two Large Jazz Orchestras

Symphony Quartet. Special Soviet Selections by
Freiheit Gesang Fare! n and Russian Quartet

Cheeking 75 cents, with ticket cents
Auspices Daily Worker. Freiheit. New International Hall

_____
__________

________

Grand Annual Concert
J, GD'—x by the

11 Workers Order
SAT., JAN. sth ' ■« Di.trieo

at « r. M.

Music Art Hall £
MS S. Broadway F.

Admission ?5r A
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<iRA Laundry Code Is Violated in the Shadow of White House
Fdur-Dollar Weekly

Wage Rate Enforced
Department of Labor Inspections Result in No

Action to Remedy Conditions
By a Worker Correspondent |

WASHINGTON. D. C—ln the
very home of the N.R.A.. next door
to Mr. Roosevelt's White House,

thousands of us are working for as
low as $3 and $4 a week, working
as many hours as the bosses want

to make us work.
In most of the laundries and

cleaning plants the boss clocks out I
the girls’ time when the "legal'’
closing time arrives, and then keeps
us working as long as he pleases. ;
Yes. the District has a maximum
houra* hy. Service industries are
supposed to have kept their "wages
and hours' provisions”—such as
they were. But to the workers in
our "industry this doesn't mean a
thitt~ The Department of Labor

ur/"r Miss Frances Perkins has a
<• 'nd new building, which we can

"hen we ride or walk past on
way to work at seven in the

nine, and Mr. Donald Richberg
tes long speeches for us to read
the Washington papers, but ab-

lutaly nothing has been done
oout our conditions.
Inspections have been made by

the Department of Labor, but unlessi
ode of us want to lose the chance to i
work at such rotten wages, we can
not say anything about it. And so.
the Department- of Labor folds its
hands, "and says "nothing can be

, done until we can get somebody to
z testify against these employers.”

As far as wages are concerned,
the boss tells us that if we don't
want to work for 15c an hour he
can get plenty of people who will.
And if we refuse to take Jobs at
such rotten wages, the relief won't:
help us. Not. only that. Mr. Hop-
kins 'in his big office up on New
York Avenue, says that he is goin~ >
to cut down the relief workers'

| wages to match ours.
But after accepting this for two

! years, waiting for the N. R. A. and
Mr. Roosevelt to do something for

! us, we are at last waking up and
are going to do something for our-

! selves. We are organizing a union
i of Cleaning and Dyeing and Laun-
-1 dry Workers in the District to fight
i against these rotten conditions.

Welfare Ladies Send
Scraps of Yule Feast

to Feed Unemployed
By a Worker Correspondent

DANVILLE. Va. The welfare
ladies, the policemen and all the
high up officials turned very gen-
erous around Christmas time.

; Christmas, so they say. is supposed
to be a time of happiness and good
cheer, so these gracious, sweet tem-
pered, self sacrificing ladies and
gentlemen decided to do their part
in cheering the poor.

They had a supper or banquet a
few nights ago. The expense

: amounted to something over $450.
All the afore mentioned personages

' attended in great style. Then, they,
after having been filled, bundled
the well scraped bones of the roasts,
etc., up in a very nice bundle and
sent it to the Salvation Army.

But, here the poor men and
women were so weak already from
the "lousy” food they had been re-
ceiving that they could not use

i this excellent gift of bones. They
I sent them back to the givers who
! were very Indignant. "Why. to
I think of those paupers refusing
’ something we send them. Ridicul-

ous. unheard of. oh. my—to think of
'it.!”

Donations Received in 'Daily’ Drive
received Dec. 28. 1934 $879.75 Total Dec. 28, 1934
’reviously received 57.388.20 I Total to date 33.898.34

DISTRICT 7 (Detroit)

•otal to date $58,247.95 i Sec. 10, Unit 8 S .50 Sec. 1, Unit 11 1.00
DISTRICT 1 (Boston) I Pontiac Unit 5.00 J. Hanzel 100

Sal»m Unit Sec 8 $4.41 ; Sec. 9, Unit 4 .11 Government
-sf,t Comm Finnish Wkrs. Club 20.00 Section 2 10.00 Employee 1.00 ;■ Bedford Unit 6.0') ! Sec. 4. Unit 4 1.02 Monroe Unit 4.00

• es 1.28 1 "i-c. 4. Unit 2 .25 Joe Blaek 3.00
~ 2.00 3ec. 2. Unit 4 1.50 Women s Br.

2.30 I Sec. 8, Unit. 6 1.00 U. U. T. 5.00
Un jt y League 200 ' See. 6, Unit 1 1.00 Box <2l, Han-

vilt” Unit 100 I Sec. 8, Unit 1 7.00 cock 7.56
Concord Unit 5.00 ! See. 5. Unit 8 5.00 I

ISh Buro 3,40 , Total Dec. 28. 1934 $54.74
• iih Workers Club 3.00 ; Total to date $3,157.20

DISTRICT 8 (Chicago)
•tai Dee. 28. 1934 $50.39 : Waukegan Unit 911 50

»i to date $2,508.00 [ Section $6.00 Section 8 .20
DISTRICT 3 (New York City) Br 1501. A Friend 100

g-c 1 Amalgamated Rank 1 I. W O. 118 Section 1 3.45
Unit 218 $3 75 and File 5.00 I Br 1509 Lithuanian

Unit 4 2.05 Custom I I. W. O. 3.50 Orgs 13.60
Unit 4 23.00 Tailors 14.03 I Br. 75, Columbus Sec. 3.00
Unit 13 3.21 Roumanian U. U. T. O. 3.00 Anon. 100

g.r is Wkrs. Club 1.50 Greek Workers Mrs. Gilbert .50
'unit 1 3.00 W. E. 3. L. Tjgs 3.00
Un-t 11 00 No. 191 4.00 I Total Dee. 28. 1934 $43.91
Unit 15 1' 0.9 1.W.0. Br. 2138 1.00 ' Total to date $5,525.63
Unit 13 3.00 Painters Group. DISTRICT 9 (Minn.)
Un<t 21 05 Bronx Coop 31.00 ! Unit 3. T Richter 1.00

Section 20 13.12 C. D. A. .23 [ St. Paul $5.00 U-102 2.62
Section 17 10.26 J. Goldberg . 0 G. Berlin 1.00 U-211 .99
Section 15 14-41 S. Myers 1.00 i Box 78, Unit 1.
Section 1.5 70 Geo. Herod 5.00 I Iron Belt 1.50 St. Paul 10.00
Section 15 3.68 Anonymous 100 Total Dec. 28. 1934 $22.11

Ser 9 Hicksville Geo. Feinberg .73 ; Total to date $367.14
Unit 7.15 H. Furshin 1.001 DISTRICT 10 (Omaha)

Sec 9 Glen- Anon. 2.00 W. Howard 3 .30
cove’ 2.95 P. Zojeck 1.00 ' ——

Section 14 35.99 Cooperative Total Dec 28, 1934 $ .30

Ser t’on 11 92.30 Opticians 5 15; Total to date $71.47
Section 14 1.25 Anon. 1.00 [ DISTRICT 11 (No. Dakota)
Sec." 11. Rosenberg .25 Glick 8r King $2.00

Unit Cm 8.00 Harlem 45. 1 Joe Smith .50

Sub-e<?c 10 R.N.M.A.S. 13.50 ; i
Unit 13 5.00 A. Mygmas 1.50 . Total Dee. 28, 1934 $2.50 ■Sub-Sec 10 Un. Coun. Wking. I Total to date $135.30 I
Unit 14 5.00 Women 6.00 DISTRICT 12 (Seattle)

Section 4 6.00 Mrs. M. Luther 1.00 Portland $46 00 ,
3 ?r 54 Group of Workers Coeur d'Alene 4.02

Unit ’ll .60 Pancyprie 6.15 I Anacor es 5.00
Unit 11 .11 B- Walter .20 : Chas. Kantola 2.00

Section 5 13.in C. Evans 3.00 '
Section 5 25 1.W.0.. Br. 690 130 Total Dec. 28, 1934 $57.02
Section 5 540 Y.C.L. 5.00 I Total to date $881.28
Section 19 2.4.3 W. Allegro 3.00 | DISTRICT 15 (California)
Total Dec 28. 1934 $400.49 Prese Concert sll3O
"otal to date $30,563.13 i A. Bernharn 100

DISTRICT 3 (Philadelphia) ! A. A. Bodagh 200

I. Davis $ .50 I L. Sagomasiro 1-00
1 Sercher 100 ■lack Lesson 2.50 Total Dec. 28, 1934 $15.30

I Total to date $1,072.69

Total Dee 28. 1034 $4.00 . DISTRICT It (Newark)

Total to dr!" $4,655.23 |J. L. Stack SI.OO Hackensack
DISTRICT 4 (Buffalo) ! J. Zinichel 7.00 Unit 5.00

Sophie Bayer $4.00 ! Jewish Burn 2.10 Women’s Conn. 14
N 2 00; Linden Unit. 3.30 Unit 1 1.00

J. Jylha 10.00 Women’s Coun. 2.91 J Van Beek 1.00
Women s Coun. 4.37 Br. 117,

Total D*c 23. 1934 sl6 00 Koran Unit 3 2.49 R.N.M.A S. 500
Total to date $692 54 Total Dec. 28, 1934 $35.51

DISTRICT 5 (Pittsburgh) Total to date $1,116.80
o Mlravalle SIOO DISTRICT 15 (New Haren)
-.o Slav Wkrs. Club 500 District $4.90
(ugo Slav Fed Wkrs. Club 3.00 S’amford Sec 13.60
Hill Sec’lon 2.85 Stamford ger 100
Jeanette Unit R47 Br. 84. R. N. M. A. S. 300
Ukrainian Buro 3 2$ ■
So. Slav Wkrs. Club 6.35 I Total Dec. 28. 1934 s

$21.50

So Slav Wkrs Club 5.00 ; Total to date $949.96
Hill Section 1 on ' DISTRICT 16 (Charlotte)
Jewish Buro 450 E. B. Fraley $4.00
Ukrainian Buro 5 00

Total Dec. 28, 1934 $4.00
Total Decfl 38. 1934 $45.52 Total to date $100.33
Total to date $1,064.48 DISTRICT 18 (Milwaukee)

DISTRICT 6 (Cleveland) Sec. 3, U-303 $4 20 Sec. 2.
Unit 11-12 $2.00 Lorain 2.50 Sec. 2, U-208 1.00 Wojtczak 4.56
Toledo: 5.H.L.0.: Sec. 2, U-205 .73 Sec. 4. U-404 .84

Unit 7-03 1.35 E Kavechanskv .55 Sec. 2. U-201 .80 C. P. Johnson 1.00
Unit 7-03 36 Deishan 1.40 : Total Dec. 38, 1934 $13.13
Unit 7-13 2.35 Berachuk .50 Total to date $723.07
Unit 7-13 322 A. Baron .55 DISTRICT 19 (Denver)

Unit 16-5 5.00 P. Baron .50 i Larson $3.32
Unit 18-16 1.05 Leshcinsky .85 !

Unit. 18-10 75 M. Domaz .45 j Total Dec. 28. 1934 $3.32
Unit 11-14 7.n0 Griban .50 Total to date $414.98

Unit. 14-28 2.56 S. H. L. O. 3.80 | DISTRICT 22 (W. Virginia)
Unit, 18-11 3.0 n J. Kovnbick 1.n3 Harley Weaver SI.OO
Unit. 18-19 2.0 n E Kanechansky .50 I
Uilt 11-12 3.00 Freiheit Gesangs Total Dec 28. 1934 3t.nOUtilt 16 3 266 Farein 11.60 Total to date $137.40
unit 16-4 288 S H.L.O. .20 DISTRICT 2S (Florida)
So. Slavs. J Gregorich l.On Anon • $3.50

Akron ’7O Mr and Mrs I J.. G W. 1.00
3o Slavs, Creski Aiderman .25

Club 15.00 P. Kammer I nn , Total De- 38. 1934 $4.50
’•Ookshop 65 - I Total to date $144.95

JhAIL’tHE DAILY WORKER!
'I 11th Anniversary and Lenin Memorial Edition
/ SATURDAY, JANUARY 19, 1935

I send revolutionary greetings to the Daily Worker, the organizer
of the American working class, the leader in the fight for a Soviet
America!

Vame ..Street

*”

... State

accompanied by cash or money
ly Worker.)

Dog Biscuits Are Staple Food for Thousands
of Unemployed Workers, Investigation Reveals

By a Worker Correspondent
NEW YORK.—From the Vegetarian Fruitarian magazine for

December, 1934. I take the following excerpts reprinted from the Cali-
fornia Health News:

"PEOPLE EAT DOG BUSCUITS. Astonishing Situation Shows
Horse Meat Used By Poor Families.”

“With millions of pounds of perfectly good oranges, wheat, meat
and other edibles being destroyed to keep prices ‘right,’ thousands of
poor people in the U. S. have turned to dog buscuit for food!”

"In poorer sections of the country,” reveals the News-Week for
Oct. 6, “persons with low incomes eat it because it offers high vitamin
content at low cost. They find it palatable and nourishing.

"Dog biscuit and canned foods are made of cheap, waste cuts of
horse, reindeer, beef and fish, with cheese, vegetables, ground bones,
rice, bran and seasonings.

"Depression-poor families have been found subsisting on this food,
perhaps nourishing, but decidedly not over-appetizing. On American
prairies hundreds of thousands of horses are specially bred for meat,
the choice cuts being shipped abroad for human consumption, the
waste and cheap ends going into dog food—now' eaten by humans!

“This astounding situation was revealed w'hen the N. R. A. started
to codify dog-food canners who put up millions of cans and biscuits
for America's tail-wagging population of from twelve to fifteen mil-
lions. It is making a code to insure honest labeling so that dog
lovers may be assured their pups will have healthful food. The an-
nual output totals $40,000,000.”

Shades of "starving” Russians! It seems the NEW YORK TIMES
has plenty to moan about much nearer home without pointing its
lying finger at the growing workers’ socialist state. Let the TIMES
worry about the millions of working class skeletons in its own home
closet before it goes about inventing some for other peoples.’

On to a Soviet America!

Speed-up and Layoffs Are
Macy’s Post-Xmas Blessings

By a Macy Worker Correspondent
NEW YORK.—WeII, Christmas is

over in Macy’s.
While the rush was on, we were

one big happy family. Cheap ties
and chocolates were exchanged and
we made the annual discovery that
the bigshots were human after all
—when they have enough alcohol
in them.

But that's past and gone. Pep
talks are now in order. "Come on
girls, snap out of it,” is the usual
line of talk. “Just because Christ-
mas is over doesn’t mean that
Macy’s is closing down or that we’re
not going to do just as much busi-
ness after Christmas as during
Christmas. We’re here to do busi-
ness and w'e mean it. We know
there is a tendency to laxness and
everyone is a 'little tired.’ But. never-
theless we've got to keep up the
pace.”

Sure, we’ve got to keep up the
pace. Now that about 5,000 Macy
workers have been fired in the first
batch and many more are expected

to go by Jan. 7, we w’ho remain are
being hounded by our "superiors.”
We are expected to be up and on
our toes all the time.

We are on our toes organizing a
strong rank and file union to see
that our jobs are safe and that
Macy’s family spirit gets into our
pay envelopes instead of coming in
the form of a bribe from the execu-
tioner as he swings the axe.

We haven’t forgotten those late
Thursdays that were put over on
us, nor those pay cuts that followed
each other regularly. Our salaries
are low and our work schedule has
been doubled. Every trick has been
used by Macy’s to replace us with
cheaper, greener, out of town help.
We wont rest until the fear of los-
ing our jobs is gone and our wages
keep us in decent homes. We work
hard enough for that.

Our one thought is that 10,000
workers have 10.000 times more
right to be cared for than one man,
Straus, and we're in a union which
fights with this in mind.

I. W. O. Recruits 20,000
New Members in 1934

Has Penetrated Into New Territories and Intens-
ified Fight for Social Insurance

By MAX BEDACHT
The International Workers Order

closes a year of intense and produc-
tive activities. Its campaign for
social insurance has penetrated into
masses of workers organized in vari-
ous fraternal organizations.

The Order grew during the year
by adding to its ranks nearly twenty
thousand net new members, and in
addition five thousand children.

The effort of the Order to build
a base into the native section of
the American working class has re-
sulted in the strengthening of the
English Section from a few hun-
dred at the beginning of the year
to nearly 5.000 at the end.

During the year we have also been
granted licenses in the States of
West Virginia and Ohio. The Ohio
license reached us in this current
week, the last week of the year.

The Order may well be proud of
these achievements. In addition to
this progress, the Order has to its
credit the payment of tens of thou-
sands of dollars in the form of bene-
fits to its members. At the same
time the membership was active on
the various battlefields of the class
struggle. It contributed financially
and morally to the success of many
actions of the workers during the
year.

Membership Drive
There is less than a week left of

:our 1934 Fall drive for new mem-
bers. The drive will close on Jan.
1. The past week of the drive re-
sulted in 1,110 adult and 204 children
applications. The Jewish Section
led the parade with 328, followed
by the Ukrainian Section with 230
applications.

Fairly good results were achieved
also by the Slovak Section with 103
and the Polish Section with 98 ap-
plications. Th* rest of the sections
came in the following order: Eng-
lish, 99: Youth. 52; Italian, 45;
Roumanian. 41; Jugo Slav. 40; Mis-
cellaneous. 53; with the Hungarians
bringing up a very weak rear with
38 applications.

To date 76.1 per cent of the grand
total of the quota of 21.500 new
members have been recruited. The
best results were achieved by the
Children's Section, with 109.2 per
cent of their quota. The poorest

I result must be checked up against
the Hungarian Section with 35.8 per
cent of their quota. •

Next Monday we will give the
jfinal figures and judgment about

' the results of the campaign.

Washington Social Insurance
Conference

In the past week all Sections of
the Order were busy with prepara-
tions for the Washington Congress.
The problem of social insurance was
discussed in the branches. The So-
cial Insurance Bill H. R. 7598 was
popularised in other fraternal or-
ganizations. United fronts of fra-
ternal organizations were organized j
in sh» tjiaicr cities. A formidable
~ it was created. The im- 1

mediate fruits of this movement
will be a considerable block of dele-
gates from many and various fra-
ternal organizations, at the Wash-
ington conference.

This work is only in the first
stages. Efforts must be made and
continued to broaden the estab-
lished united front. But an even
more important task is yet to be
accomplished. The united front
must be drawn into active work in
favor of the Social Insurance Bill.
The Conference in Washington
must not be the end of the effort,
but the beginning.

The local united fronts of fra-
ternal organizations must organize
and finance mass agitation for the
Bill. It must issue and distribute
leaflets. It must make united ef-
forts to reach other fraternal or-
ganizations not yet within the
united front. It must organize dele-
gations to Congressmen demanding
the passage of the Bill. It must
circulate petitions and organize and
carry through every action that will
strengthen the movement for the
passage of the Bill.

The united front will be of value
only if the members of the frater-
nal organizations participating in
the united front will become an ac-
tive factor in the struggle for so-
cial insurance.
Preparations for I. W. O. Convention

With the beginning of the new
year, the National Executive Com-
mittee is seriously preparing for the
coming convention of the Order.
The convention will convene and
open In Madison Square Garden,
New York, on Maj’ 5.

The call for the convention will
be issued in Januar- The call will
be accompanied ma jor res-
olution for in the
branches of Order.

On the basis of the present
strength of the branches of the
Order, a very large number of
branches will not be entitled to
delegates to the convention. Since
it is the opinion of the N. E. C.
first, that in the interests of the
inner democratic life of the Order
the largest number of branches pos-
sible must participate in the con-
vention, and second that the ef-
fectiveness of the convention as a
stepping stone to further growth
and improvement of the Order will
depend on the representation of
practically every branch in the con-
vention, the N. E. C. decided to
utilize the time from Jan. 1 to Maj'
1 for a special effort to induce the
branches to increase their member-
ship to the minimum entitled to
representation. At the same time
the N. E. C. will allow additional
honorary delegates to branches al-
ready entitled to delegates for every
established number of new members
recruited.

Thdca’l for this drive will leave
this office In the next, days. Branches
Shouic prepare fp~ it.

Fortt ard to ffibers!

Unity of Negro and White
Jobless Forged in Alabama

By a Worker Correspondent
BIRMINGHAM. Ala —At the reg-

ular meeting of the Relief Workers
League in Tarrant City the week
before last the Hod Carriers Union
proposed that the organization take
a union charter. Due to the delay
in getting a charter the League de-
cided to wait for a further report
from the union representatives.

The announcement that the
League had won nine out of eleven
demands for coal orders during the
week was applauded and gave the
workers a concrete example of the
value of their organization. Another
grievance committee was put up to
look after needy cases and will
make a trip to the Welfare office
with the cases they have in a few
days.

At the beginning of the meeting
the well-known faker, Albert Towns,
got up to make an anti-Commu-
nist speech about a Communist
leaflet that was put out exposing
him as a faker and as an enemy
of the workers. Dave Smith, the
president of the League, cut off
Towns after a few minutes to ex-
plain that the League was not a
place for him to yell against the
Communists. The League adopted
a policy of not discriminating
against any political belief and to
unite all workers in the struggle
for relief. The president said: "Be-
cause the Communists fight for
bread do you think we are going
to stop? No! We’re going to fight
with them.”

When the Workers Unemploy-
ment Insurance Bill came up for
discussion Towns and Pritchard
both opposed it but the workers

LETTERS FROM
OUR READERS

Bersnse es the volume ot letters re-
ceived by the Department, we esn print
only those that are of general interest to
Daily Worker readers. However, all let-
ters received are carefully read by the
editors. Sucgesiions and criticisms are
welcome and whenever possible are used
for the improvement of the Daily Worker.

THE "UN-AMERICAN” WORKING
CLASS

New York, N. Y.
Dear Comrade Editor:

In the Dec. 19 issue of the “Daily,”
I read with satisfaction the vigor-
ous protest by Comrade Hathaway
for the C. P. and the expose by the
Needle Trades Workers Industrial
Union of the false charges made by
the Dickstein Committee which
were prominently displayed in the
capitalist press (first page in the
pompous New York Times).

In my opinion, however, one thing
should have been vigorously pro-
tested that seems to have been for-
gotten. This was the inclusion of
the C. P. and revolutionary trade
unions in the un-American category.

The N. T. W. I. U., through its
revolutionary policy, caused un-
equaled gains for the workers in the
fur industry to take place w’hile

j Green’s A. F. of L. unions were
slipping. Obviously, if similar poli-
cies had been followed by the latter
unions and by all workers’ unions
in general, similar gains might have
been expected, and America would
be a better place for workers to live
in than it is. That the policy of
the N. T. W. I. U. is in line with
the trade union policy of the C. P.
is a well known fact. That this
policy would benefit all of the work-
ers and poor farmers in the U. S.
(the overwhelming majority of
the people) follows naturally.

Who can dare to assert that the
C.P. is un-American?

Yours for a free Soviet America.
F. G.

SOVIET WORKERS MOURN
COMRADE KIROV

Philadelphia, Pa.
Dear Comrade Editor:

Yesteiday I received a letter from
a worker in the Soviet Union who
sent me a message which I think is
of great importance to the whole
American working class and there-
fore I am sending it to you and
hope you will publish it. I am omit-
ting a few sentences w’hich relate
to personal matters.

"Moscow.
"Dear Friend:

"Only a few lines to tell you
about the great sorrow and grief
that has befallen our countrj’ and
Party. The whole country Is in
mourning. Our red city is decorated
with red and black flags, and por-
traits of the deceased leader Kirov,
he was brought from Leningrad
December 4. In the morning, and
during these two days, that is, from
December 4th to 6th, endless col-
umns of people were moving along
the streets to the House of Unions,
where lay the body of Kirov. All
day long, beautiful, sad funeral
music was given over the radio. The
3jd, 4th and 6th were days of
mourning: no theatres, no cinema,
no restaurants. This night the
cremation took place, and on the
6th, at 2 p.m., the meeting of
mourning on the Red Square was
opened, and the urn with the ashes
of our great leader buried in the
Kremlin wall.

"The sorrow and indignation of
the people is immense! But if the
man who fired that fatal shot
thought it would frighten us, he
was very much mistaken. It aroused
only indignation, and an intense de-
sire to continue the work of the
deceased Kirov, and the work of the
whole Party. We have an iron
strength, we know it, we feel it,
and are afraid of no one!

"Do WTite and tell me, how did
your newspapers inform you about
our great loss?

"I wish you could read Russian,
then you w'ould be able to under-
stand our paper I am sending you,
perhaps you have some friends that
can help you.”

The worker is a mother of two
children who teaches the elements
of English besides taking care o'
her hou.?

were for it. The best Towns and
Pritchard could do was to delay
action on it.

Pritchard, who is president of an
A. F. of L. Cement Local and a
city aiderman. is a close cohort of
the faker Towns. Pritchard’s record
is full of anti-labor actions. When
he acted as judge in the case of a
fight between a union man and one
of the scabherders for the Alabama
Fuel and Iron Co. during a strike
this year. Pritchard ruled against
the union man. The union man
had beat up the scabherder at a
public meeting when the scabherder ’
made an appeal for scabs to break
the strike. This showed clearly the
side that Pritchard stood on.

A Negro worker at the meeting
made a militant speech calling for
a united struggle for relief and for
support of the Workers Unemploy-
ment Insurance Bill. He also point-
ed out some of the miserable con-
ditions facing both the white and
Negro workers and won the respect
of the workers as was shown by the
applause for his speech. A white i
worker took the floor immediately |
to,endorse his speech and the en- '
thusiasm of the meeting reached
a very high point. When the faker
Towns tried to counteract the effect
of the speech of the Negro worker,
the white workers exposed the lies
that Towns used.

The Relief Workers League is
growing and is winning the respect
of the workers as a militant or-
ganization that means business. The
splendid unity of white and Negro
workers is a clear sign of the course
the workers are taking. In unity
there is victory.

Granite Union
Official Gags
Rank and File

By a Worker Correspondent
QUINCY, Mass.—It does not suit

Mr. Squibb, International President
of the Granite Cutters Union, to
allow opponents of his ideas free-
dom of expression in the trade jour-
nal of that union.

As editor, he exercises his right
to veto any and all material that
does not meet with his own per-
sonal wishes. One must agree with
Squibb, otherwise it is a waste of
time to send anjithing to that jour-
nal.

The latest evidence of this is
Squibb’s exclusion from the Granite
Union’s Journal of Dan Mcßain’s
report on the state of the trade,
with some criticism of the proposed
N.R.A. agreement for the union.

Dan Mcßain is secretary of the
Concord, N. H„ branch of the Gran-
ite Cutters Union. It cannot be
claimed by Squibb that Mcßain’s
letter did not arrive in time for
publication. That is one alibi Squibb
used before in similar cases. Let-
ters from other secretaries further
away from Squibb’s office than
Concord, N. H., are dated the same
or even later than Mcßain’s. Yet,
those appeared while Mcßain’s was
excluded.

That proposed N.R.A. trade agree-
ment for the granite cutters was
originally a bosses’ proposition.
Squibb and his executive board
sponsored it heartily and pushed
it along so quickly that the general i
body of granite cutters had no time, I
if not to know of it, at least not
enough time to weigh it up and
down in all its aspects and con-
sequences.

The Barre. Vt„ and the Concord,
N. H„ branches asked that a con-
ference of delegates from all
branches concerned should be called
first to consider the matter. This
would have included such branches
as New York and Philadelphia, for
the wage rate and conditions in
New England, the section that is
covered by the agreement, affect
more or less directly conditions in
ihbse branches near by to the New
England line.

By letter and telegram, Squibb
and his council were asked to call
first for such a conference which
w’ould be more representative of
the rank and file than Squibb and
his self-succeeding council could be,
as that council is elected entirely
by Quincy’ members and frequently
by less than twenty voting! At
least half of these being union of-
ficials, they naturally aid each other
to retain office.

Barre and Concord were the only
branches sufficiently alive to the
dangers of that agreement and with
sufficient cooperation within each
branch among members to act. It
must not be thought that other
branches were all unanimously in
favor ot that agreement. The suc-
cess so far of Squibb and his coun-
cil lies in the failure of the rank
and file members to get together,
and the inevitable failure of the
lone and isolated individual who
dares to oppose the ofleial coterie
in his particular branch.

The action of Concord and Barre
w’as not altogether in vain. Squibb
and his council are tacitly pledged
to the bosses to put this thing
through, but they are wishing now,
in view of the growing knowledge
on the part of the members, that
they had not been quite so precipi-
tate about it.

There is resentment in Barre over
the fact that this branch svas not
allowed to vote on the question of
a New England agreement.

It will take some tall explaining
on Squibb’s part to tell why Quincy
was permitted to vote and Barre
was excluded as well as why Mc-
Bain’s letter was suppressed.

What is the economic prospect
for 1935? The Daily Worker gives
you a Marxist analysis. Read the
Daily Worker if you want the full
picture of American conditions!
Subscribe! Get your shopmates to
read the paper and subscribe!

Anemia
0 8., Bronx, N. Y.—What do we
u mean by anemia. The answer
is not lack of blood. There are many
things present in blood. We divide
the things present in blood in two I
classes—things in solution and;

i things that we can see under a
microscope, because they have form.
One of the formed things is the
red blood cell. This cell carries the
oxygen from the air to the rest of
the body. When these cells are
reduced in number, anemia exists.

These red cells are made in the
bone marrow'. The bone marrow is
the factory of red cells. When the
bone marrow' is diseased, not enough
red cells are made or the red cells
that are made are an inferior
product and break up too quickly
and then we get anemia. This an-
emia is present all over the body.

But you ask about anemia just |
in one small part of the body. Yes.
that can happen and this is how it
happens. The blood with the red
cells run in pipes called arteries,
capillaries and veins. The width
of these pipes is controlled by
nerves. The nerves run to the walls
of these pipes w'here there are mus-
cles. It sends messages to the mus-
cles either to harden up or soften
up. Then the pipes become wider
or narrower and the blood more or
less. By this way the pipe can be
made so small that very little blood
gets through, and so W'e have an-
emia in one part of the body, be-
cause the nerves don’t act right.
They make the pipes smaller (ar-
teries) and less blood irets there.

• • •

Emergency Kit
n. S.. Bronx, N. T.—-An emergency
“ kit should contain:

1. Tincture of iodine.
2. Hydrogen peroxide—useful for

cleansing a wound and as antiseptic
for minor scratches.

3. Alcohol.
4. Absorbent cotton, Bandage and

Adhesive.
5. Amertan Ointment for Burns.
6. Boric Acid—used as eye wash,

and for wet dressings to inflamma-
tion of skin, etc.

7. Sodium Bicarbonate —for dis-
tress in stomach.

8. Aromatic Spirits of Ammonia—-
for fainting.

9. Tourniquet (rubber tube of one-
quarter inch in diameter) for bind-
ing part of extremities in case of
marked bleeding.

10. Calamine Lotion containing
one per cent Phenol—for hives or
any other Itching condition of the
skin.

Clothing tor a Child
COMRADE D. S.. of the Bronx,

wishes to know’ the type of
clothes a child should wear in the

j winter.
In dressing a baby or a child, one

should always make it comfortable.
One should never overdress a baby
or an older child. Any baby or
child who perspires when inactive
or upon very slight exertion is
dressed too warmly. There is no
harm in changing the thickness of
the clothing from day to day as
the weather changes.

The average parent in fear of the
child's catching a cold, gets the
warmest and thickest underclothes.
The child is overheated in the house
and then goes out with a moist skin
into a much colder atmosphere.
Furthermore, a skin accustomed to
warmth does not react so efficiently
to different temperatures as it
should. Therefore, in this (tem-
perate) climate, thick -oolen un-
derclothes should not be u.ed. The
clothing of a girl should consist
of a flannel skirt, cotton under-
drawers. waist, shirt and stockings.
If she is too old to wear leggings
out of doors, she should have light-
weight under-flannels coming to the
ankles. The boy should wear trous-
ers. cotton-knit underdrawers and
shirt. When children go out doors
in cold weather, they should wear
leggings and a warm coat. They
are less likely to catch a cold if
we use warm woolen things for Out-
doors, and dress them comfortably
in the house. Full-length stockings
should be worn except in the sum-
mer months.

• • •

WHOOPING COUGH in a nine
year old child is not a serious

disease, while the symptoms may
become quite distressing, especially
to the onlooker. The complications
of the disease in an older child are
relatively rare. It must always be
borne in mind that whenever there
are numerous remedies available for
a treatment of a particular condi-
tion, no one special measure has
been found uniformly effectual,
otherwise it would be universally
adopted. Some physicians recom-
mend the injection of ether in oil
intramuscularly. Some others use
antipyrine, one to two grains, in the
combination with bromide and
codein. If given in large enough
doses, we find that this latter remedy
is frequently effective for the cough.
In any case, you had better follow
your physician's advice.

IN THE HOME
By ANN BARTON

“Woman’s Place Is Not Only the Kitchen I”

FROM the files of the Working
Woman Contest comes an-

other intimate letter, from a
woman who took the most deter-
mined action to become part of
the working class movement. Here
it is.

• • •

I AM 49 years old. I have been
married twenty-eight years. My

husband knew that I am one of
those women who realize that the
women’s place is not only in the
kitchen. He knew that I-would at-
tend meetings of working class or-
ganizations, at least once a week.
He is also radical. But when it
came time for me to go to a meet-
ing, he said that I should not go.
He said the meeting could be held
without me—the revolution is not
yet just on the other side of the
door.

• • •

"IN THE beginning, and even later,
* I tried to convince him as much

as possible. But it did not help.
Whenever I was supposed to go to
a meeting, I had to fight to attend.
I understood the fact that many
husbands are radical only in their
minds, not in action.

"When my children were babies,
it was very hard for me to go to
meetings. I used to take the kids
with me, in spite of the fact that
I knew it was not the best thing
to drag children around at a time
they should be in bed. But I could-
n’t help it. I felt that once a week
at least, I had to go to a meeting.
So I kept on going to meetings
and having fights. But nothing
could hold me back.

“Now I am an active member of
the United Council of Working
Class Women, and a member of the
Communist Party.

“MY HUSBAND became tired of
my not listening to his ad-

vice, and he also became active
in the movement, although not
as much as I. My sons are also
In the movement. They grew up
healthy, because I tried to take
good care of them.

"I HAVE worked for a living all my
* life. Under the capitalist sys-

tem it is very often impossible for
one person to make a living for
the family. And I want to tell the
woman who asks advice through

' the Working Woman, she should do
i the same as I did. In this way,
! she will find a new life.”

. . .

ALL women who want to com-
pete in the Working Woman

contest, should write a letter say-
ing what they would do. if their
husbands would not let them at-
tend working class meetings.
Write your reply direct to Work-
ing Woman. 50 East 13th Street.
New York, N. Y., and perhaps you
will win one of the sixteen prizes,
which Include a hamper of White
Rose canned products, a Westing-

WORKERS’ HEALTH
Conducted by the

Daily Worker Medical Advisory Board
(The Doctors on the Medical Advisory Board do not Advertise)

inghouse electric iron, 1.W.0. Ini-
tiation and three months dues
payment, a linen luncheon set,
subscription to the Daily Worker,
and other publications.

Can You Make ’Em
Yourself?

Pattern 2158 is available in sizes
14, 16. 18. 20, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and

42. Size 16 takes 2’i yards 39-inch
fabric for tailored blouse and 354
yards for afternoon blouse. Illus-
trated step-by-step sewing Instruc-
tions Included.
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Send SIXTEEN CENTS (16c)
which includes 1 cent to cover New
York City Sales Tax. in coins or
stamps (coins preferred* for this
Anne Adams pattern. Write plainly
name, address and style number,
BE SURE TO STATE SIZE.

i Address orders to Daily Worker
I Pattern Department. 243 West 17th
I Street, New York City.
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CHANGE
THE ——

I WORLD!
By MICHAEL GOLD

F|EAR Mike Gold:
It is too bad that we haven’t had our big guns

going all along the line for the Writers’ School of the
John Reed Club. Here it is only a few days before the
first term is to begin and we have aroused only little in-

terest in the first revolutionary writers’ school to be held in the United
States. There is no excuse for It. The courses in fiction, poetry, re-
portage. criticism touch on four of the most important fields of litera-
ture. The instructors and guest lecturers include some of our ablest
revolutionary writers: John Spivak, Alfred Hayes, Joe North, Michael
Gold, Sender Garlin, Granville Hicks. Myra Page, Edward Newhouse,
Philip Rahv, Wallace Phelps, Edwin Berry Burgum, Jerre Mangione,
Stanley Burnshaw, Edwin Rolfe, Mary Heaton Vorse, Gertrude Diamant,
John Mitchell, Leon Dennen, Orrick Johns, Kenneth Fearing, Isidor
Schneider.

For a number of years many have pointed out the growing need
of such a writers’ school. Workers particularly have shown a great
interest in courses on writing. At almost every John Reed Club
Sunday night symposium and at the clubs where groups of our writers
have read their work and discussed problems of revolutionary litera-
ture, workers have taken the floor to ask about- such a school or
with the ‘‘cursed modesty of the proletariat" have whispered to some
John Reed Club writer that they too are writing and would it be
possible for us to read their manuscripts and to give them a little
of our time.

• ♦ •

Revolutionary Literature vs. Mae West

NOW it is obvious that our old methods of stumbling upon worker
writers play into the hands of the white guards, the blackguards,

and the confused people who insist that workers don't care for books,
especially when they are revolutionary, and that the American work-
ers would rather go Mae West or see the Brojklyn Dodgers lose an-
other baseball game than read the best of our revolutionary literature.

And one would have to admit that he has met fine workers and
farmers who steer away from our discussions and our books. And
one would have to admit that in many cases it was our own fault.
I remember particularly the Connecticut farmer, whose ancestors had
not only fought in the Revolutionary War but had been cOme of
those hard-fisted men who scattered their seed on Plymouth Rock,
and who was expelled with 16 other farmers from his milk producers
association because he was a Red. It was a Sunday morning that we
spent a few' hours on his farm. He showed us his stock, his fields.
It was a pleasure to w'atch him handle his big horses and crush a
clod of dirt in his fist until the soil ran between his fingers like silk.
But when I urged him to come down to a literary gathering in Hart-
ford, the fire died out in his hand and eye.

Such an incident may hearten those whose chief job it is to
slop the American masses with dime novels and the boss sheets so
that the “gentlemen of Wall Street” may continue hauling their bacon
home. But wr e can knock the wind out of them by approaching our
Yankee farmer in the right way, and what do we get? He reads
the Farmers National Weekly w’hich prints sketches and poems. He’ll
read the feature page of the Daily Worker. He'll ram through Whit-
taker Chamber's “Can You Hear Their Voices'' and call it the finest
Story he’s ever read. He'll listen to you for hours when you tell him
how’ delegations of farmers appeared at the Soviet Writers Congress
and ordered stories not only about themselves but also about stone-
farmers like himself in Connecticut. And I'll bet a pair of good leather
boots that it won’t take long before you can get him to listen to
“literary talk.”

* * •

Closer to the Masses
THE point then is this: the American masses have the stomach for
• revolutionary literature, but we’ve got to help them to it. We can

do this by getting closer to the masses, and by doing far better writ-
ing ourselves. We can do this by helping to make the John Reed
Club Writers' School a real recruiting station and drilling ground for
revolutionary writers from the masses.

In the past one of the chief weaknesses of our New York John
Reed Club has been its approach to worker writers. When Mike Pell's
S.S. Utah appeared it was given a short notice in the Partisan Review.
There was no discussion whatsoever in the club on this very important
story written by a seaman, a story issued in book form in foreign
languages, serialized and run not only in our own Daily Worker but
in the revolutionary press of the most important of the European
countries.

And here again we can learn from Soviet Russia. In Batoum I
spent some time at the International Seaman's Club. I learned here
that not only was Pell's book discussed and read by every Russian
member but that the foreign seamen come into port on the oil tankers
had been drawn into these discussions. Four or five evenings were
devoted to the book. And then the comrades entered into a long
correspondence with the author about the book.

♦ ♦ •

Literary Circles in Russia
I VISITED three literary circles in Russia. One in Moscow and two
*ln Naginsk, two hours ride from Moscow. The leader of these three
circles, Nicolai Tolpegin, former fireman on a Volga River steamboat,
now well-known among the younger poets, is also a graduate of a
literary circle. An able comrade. Stocky, looks like a soccer player,
quick, ready to head the ball or flash out with his legs. Tolpegin
told me of the thousands of literary circles in Soviet Russia, schools
for workers and farmers who wish to become writers. There are
literary circles for Moscow subway workers, for the Moscow carmen,
Donbas miners, Stalingrad tractor workers. Zernograd State Farm
farmers, Red Army men, etc. And one of the most memorable eve-
nings I spent in Russia was at the gathering of the Naginsk literary
circles where chauffeurs, drillers, draughtsmen, bookkeepers, librarians,
drop forge workers, riveters, read their work for us.

The John Reed Club Writers' School is an important event in our
revolutionary literary movement in the United States. The Instructors
and guest lecturers will undoubtedly learn much from a study of the
work of Soviet workers’ circles and the pamphlet on these circles
which the Soviet Writers’ Union shall send us. There is no reason
why the Writers' School should not be able to produce a corps of able
•writers whose work will put them in the forefront of our growing
revolutionary literature. BEN FIELD

Will
FATHER COUGHLIN

Become
AMERICA’S HITLER

—Read the Answer in—-

FATHER COUGHLIN’S ARMY
By A. B. MAGIL

In This Week’s—

NEW MASSES
Out Friday! 10 Cents on Newsstands

FLASHES and
CLOSEUPS

By DAVID PLATT
Samuel Brody writes - that ‘‘the

radical who harangues the crowd
against war in ‘The President Van-
ishes’ is a more acceptable charac-

j terization than any I have seen in
a Hollywood film before.

“Moreover, I think Hollywood has
1 found it an inexpedient device to
i portray reds as neurotic ravers. The
red in ‘The President Vanishes’ is
therefore a kind of readjustment

! and a further necessary concession
to reality.”

Brody lists “two major exhibits to
; prove to what unscrupulous lengths
I Mr. Wanger has gone to turn out
I a film intended to fertilize the
| American scene for the impending

slaughter.
“(1) Most of the shots purporting

to show the Grey Shirts attacking
anti-war demonstrators are really
actual newsreel shots of New York
and other police attacking unem-
ployed and other demonstrations.

“(2) All of the shots supposedly
showing thousands of people parad-
ing in front of the Capitol in Wash-
ington demanding that war be de-
clared (sic!) are in reality newsreel
clips of the heroic Hunger Marchers
demonstrating for bread and Jobe
before Congress'”

What Brody says of “The Presi-
dent Vanishes” is also true of “Deal-
ers in Death,” the most recent of
the “take the profit out of war”
cycle of films issued on the heels of
the munitions investigations. Here,
too. a newsreel sequence of Emonuel
Levin, of the Workers Ex-Service-
men’s League, speaking in behalf of
the Veterans Bonus and against
imperialist war is violently twisted
out of shape to give the impression
that the veterans have also felt the
propaganda of the more unscru-
pulous munitions manufacturers,
hence their frenzied orations in
behalf of wars for profit, .

. .

MOVIE studios are tlelng up with
advertisers on a. big scale, to!

make up for losses they are sustain-'
ing due to falling off in attendance
at films. . . . For instance, Radio’s
national advertising campaign on
the film “The Silver Streak,” which
features the Burlington Zephyr
Silver Streak train on view recently
at the World”s Fair, includes man-
ufacturers with more than a mil-
lion dealer outlets. . . . This un-
precedented campaign includes tie-
ups between RKO and: Camel Cig-
arettes, the Burlington Railroad
Lines. Railway Express. Western
Union, Chrysler, book dealers, bak-
eries, toy manufacturers and what
not. . . . Twenty thousand Western
Union wires will join in the chorus
of praise of “The Silver Streak” to
get their share of the profits. .

.
.

Sixty thousand bakeries have been
supplied with cookies distributed in
miniature Silver Streak packages
made by Grennan Bakeries, Chi-
cago.

...A number of products
with the name “Silver Strf—” are
involved in the picture, including
Silver Streak Roller Skates, Silver
Streak Carpet Sweepers, and a
Silver Streak Razor Blade. .

~ RKO
is determined to make American
movie-goers “Silver Streak” con-
scious or bust ...but all the movie-
goers can expect out of this phe-
nomenal money-making campaign
is speed-up in the industries hooked
up with Rockefeller’s movietrust....

CERTAIN star in Hollywood
** has a sister . . . sister has a

husband . . . sister sold the star
on the idea that it would be nice if
she had a home for herself and
hubby . . . star called in architects,
had plans drawn and was about

ready to order in the plasterers,
plumbers, carpenters, when the
sister noticed the plans and discov-
ered a grave error ...the architect
hadn't included a spot for the hus-
band's horse .

. . the sister is now
out of a house. ...” Taken ver-
batim from a publicity release. . . .

THERE will be four booths at the
New Theatre New Year’s Eve

Frolic at Webster Hall, one of which
will be devoted to a continuous
showing of films produced by the '
Film and Photo League and others.
Here is your chance to see “Water-
front," photographed and edited by !
Leo Seltzer and Edward Kern.

THE CHICAGO Film and Photo!
League, in cooperation with the I

Workers International Relief, has
just made public a three months’ !
plan of work calculated to make,
this organization a real factor in |
support of the struggles of the Chi-
cago workers.

Outstanding in the plan of work
is the “establishment of a Film Pro-
duction Committee in consultation
with doctors and child health spe-
cialists to make a film exposing the
alarming effects of malnutrition
among the children of Chicago's
unemployed and employed.”

A class in elementary photogra-
phy will be opened in January and
a call has been issued to hundreds
of photographers, amateur and pro-

I fessional, to contribute to a city-
! wide photo exhibition to reveal the
real living, working and fighting
conditions of the workers of Chi-
cago.

Any amateurs interested in learn-
ing how to make films, and profes-
sionals willing to be of assistance in
this work, are urged to call at the
headquarters of the League, 1703
West Madison Street, Room 8, or
call Canal 8658 for information.

Stenographer
B y WALKER W IN S L O W

Girl, those keys your fingers touch with thoughtless precision
to clip black on the white
(Dear Sirs:)
to guys who are neither dear nor sir,
are taking from your finger tips a dripping toll,
poured myriad-rain like on those keys.
Your life streams out through the mail;
the ashes in the bottoms of a thousand incinerators
dim your eyes.
Those sheets you fold are folding your own flesh,
and each letter you seal
has your future sealed within it.

Practise on this word. girl.
let your life and hope spread to your fingertips,
let each letter swing down from your heart
to your hand.
prepare your trade for the coming day,
punch those keys with defiance
on this word: Comrade —

and write beneath it, "I am with you"—
and feel the machine take life beneath your hands.

Party Literature
To the Masses

THE LENIN SETS
January is the month when

special efforts should be made to
distribute the new $8 edition of
Lenin’s Collected Works during the
Lenin Memorial Campaign. As the
campaign progresses we must make
strenuous efforts to carry out our
slogan, "A Lenin Set in Every Unit
and Workers’ Organization."

An example of the possibilities in
this field is given by the following
letter received from Section 3, Cleve-
land.

• * •

CLEVELAND SECTION
FULFILLS QUOTA ON
LENIN SETS

“When our section received direc-
tives from the District Literature
Department in regard to the Lenin
Sets, they included a quota for us
to dispose of eight sets. We have
six units in our section, with a
total of 90 members, and, frankly,
I thought our quota was too high.
I underestimated the ability of the
units to absorb such a quota, think-
ing to myself that if we succeeded
in disposing of five sets through the
section we would be doing well.

“Nevertheless, I raised the ques-
tion in the section committee and
started to agitate the units on the
necessity of each one of them get-
ting a set for their unit library,
I sent them clippings dealing with
the achievement of International
Publishers in pitting out the set at
such a low price, and started social-
ist competition among the units.

“The review as published in the
Daily Worker (Dec. 8) was sent to
every unit buro, and with it a plan
on how' they could secure a set for
their library and sell sets outside
of their unit. The plan we sent
them set forth these points:

“1) Units to buy sets on payments
as low as 50 cents a week.

“2) Unit members to purchase
sets on same terms.

“3) Units to dispose of 100 raffle
tickets at 10 cents each, for which
they would get a Lenin Set and
have $2.00 for their literature fund.

"4) Unit members to go over a
list of workers and Intellectuals who
are known to be interested in the
revolutionary movement, approach-
ing them to buy a Lenin Set.

“5) Each unit to get at least one
mass organization to purchase a
Lenin Set.

“Results up to date show that
our Section has already disposed
of 12 sets. We are confident that
with more effort we will see our
original quota doubled.”

• » •

NEW YORK SECTION
ORDERS 30 LENIN SETS

Section 2, New York, is composed
of 70 units, most of them shop
nuclei. The section literature di-
rector reports that 15 Lenin Sets
have already been sold in the sec-

tion, and she has just placed an
order for 15 more. She claims that
Section 2 will reach its quota of
one set to each unit in a very short
time.

• • •

1935 PLANS IN
NEW YORK DISTRICT

Having completed its quota of2.000,000 pieces of literature sold in
1934. the District Literature Depart-
ment in New York is making a
drive to sell 5,000,000 pieces of liter-
ature during the coming year. The
method of socialist competition will
be used extensively. To stimulate
the activity of the units, sections,
and mass organizations the follow-
ing prizes will be awarded to the
winner of the competition:

$l5O worth of books to the section
of the Party that reaches the high-
est percentage of its quota.

SSO worth of books to the liter-
ature director of the winning sec-
tion.

SSO worth of books to the Party
unit receiving the highest percent-
age of its quota.

sls worth of books to the liter-
ature director of the winning unit.

Second prizes will amount to half
the above amounts.

The individual comrade in the
District selling the highest amount
of literature will receive sls worth
of books.

The individual comrade selling
the second highest amount will re-
ceive $7.50 worth of books.

The competition will be based on
proportionate sale of literature as
compared with average dues pay-
ments for the months of January,
February and March. This puts all
sections and units on an equal foot-
ing no matter what their member-
ship. In the contest, a certain
number of points will be awarded
for agitation material, a certain
number for theoretical material, and
a certain number for amount of
cash taken in.

• » •

MEETING JAN, in TO START
GIGANTIC LITERATURE
DRIVE IN NEW YORK

To initiate its drive for a mani-
fold increase in literature distribu-
tion during 1935, the New York Dis-
trict is holding a meeting Thursday.
Jan. 10, 8 p.m., at Irving Hall, 15th
Street and Irving Place. Literature
agents and agit-prop directors of all
units and sections, and literature
agents of all branches and mass
organizations are asked to attend
the meeting. It is expected that 500
literature actives in the New York
District will attend this meeting.

The literature campaign, which
will be started with this meeting,
has as its purpose entrenching the
units of the Party and the mass
organizations in their shops and
neighborhoods.

Questions and Answers
Question: Although Father though-

ts a misleader of the working class,
would not the best method of ex-
posing him, be to give him moral
support, and allow him to expose
himself in practice?—R. A. S.

Answer: While it is true that
Father Coughlin’s actions will ex-
pose his demagogy, we would not be
acting as Communists if we were
merely to depend upon self-expos-
ure. In organizing the masses for
struggles around their immediate
needs, we must continually warn
them against fakers such as Father
Coughlin. His type of social dema-
gogy is far more dangerous than
the open hostility of the reaction-
aries.

Their hate is so apparent that
the workers can be mobilized
against them. But the misleader
whose heart bleeds over the woes
of the working man conceals his
ruling class purposes with radical
phrases and smooth words. It is
against his sophisms that we must

aim our sharpest criticisms, warning
the workers that behind his phrases
is the mailed fist of the capitalist.

Take Father Coughlin as an ex-
ample. He attacks Wall Street. He
preaches a jeremiad against the
rich. But his advocacy of the pri-
vate ownership of the means of
production, his attacks against the
Communists, his close tie-up with
the most predatory forces of Amer-
ican capital, all stamp him for what
he really is, one of the most dan-
gerous enemies of the working class.
His job is to steer the workers who
are aroused over their intolerable
conditions Into the camp of fascism.

Lenin taught us that our criticism
must especially be directed against
those enemies of the workers who
mask their enmity with the great-
est demagogy. With such mislead-
ers there can never be the slightest
compromise. On the contrary our
main blows must be struck against
them.

WORLD of
MUSIC

Music Division in the W ork-
ers School

By CARL SANDS

Education is, with us, capitalist jeducation. It is training to be
' a cog in industry and business, and

! to be a harmless fool after work or
when unemployed. The so-called.

i “cultural” subjects—that training in I
| the arts which not only makes work
| bearable and understandable, but j
which makes up the content and
form of leisure, and stimulates to!

! imagination and to action in the i
1correction of unsatisfactory or in- ■

; tolerable conditions of living—these
i things are slighted and botched in [

. capitalist education, the bringing up I
I we all of us received, whether in !
i public or private school, in city or
} country, in university or trade in-
stitute.

Education in music is almost com-I pletely excluded from all cf these.■ The considerable hullabaloo that i
jpasses for musical instruction is!mostly more than mere waste time ;
—it is pernicious propaganda for
being a docile slave and against |
true self-interest and class-interest.l
Most effective musical education, I
therefore, is done outside of the in-
stitutions of capitalist education.
There are three main types: private '
study (one individual with another), I
so-called “private” conservatories!
(run for profit), and endowed
schools (run to preserve the social,
system under which the wealth,
represented in the endowment was '

; accumulated’.
Except where personal integrity of

the teacher withstands the corrup-
tion of the profit system (and this!

I is a rarer instance than most people }
would believe possible), either the

: teacher or the student, or both, arc I
: exploited economically. And owing!
i to the domination of the theory of |I rugged individualism (in this field}

i known as “romantic individualism”) I
I the musician is artistically exploited
by being taught to regard himself
as a “priest of art” and his music

I as a semi-mystical creation of his
| peculiar, individual make-up.

THE music of the great composers
of the past 300 years served, as !

music has always served, a social i
} function. It was mostly ordered. !1 made for, performed for, and has

: since been entirely appropriated for j
! the use of the bourgeoisie. It has |
i been jealously guarded from the rest
i of society by a system of high costs
lin the making and the hearing of
i it. that have stamped it as a prop-
erty of the ruling class.

The bourgeoisie does not make its II own music. Like its other “prop- !
} erties” this music is made for it by

} a few over-paid virtuosi and a horde
} of under-paid rank-and-file work-
-1 ers of other classes. At the same
time, it has preached that this mu-
sic is a universal art and striven
shewdly and calculatingly to destroy
the music and the music-making
capacities of other classes and of
colonial and oriental countries! To
lull the threatening upsurge of the
masses, as well as to reap monop-
olistic profits of truly grand pro-}
portions, bourgeois music has come }
to be heard upon a large scale by j
members of non-bourgeois classes, }
for the first time in history, during
the last few decades of phonograph. }
sound-film and radio. The much- }
publicized plan is to induce the
masses to regard music in the same
light as do their masters—that is,
as a relaxation from work, as a
pleasant and harmless dissipation,
and as a powerful, drug-like, dream-
escape from the suffering and prob-
lems of life.

It is already widely known that
bourgeois art music (i.e. occidental
or European art music) is not a ,
universal but a class art of only a
part of the earth's surface; that it ;
has produced some great monu-
ments. but is now given over to}
ancestor-worship to such an extent }
that the living art is in a state of :
decay and break-up; that while it '
has produced some phenomenally
skillful performers, it has produced
a general level of musical culture in
contemporary Europe and America
lower than that of the average
barbarous or savage tribe. This
low level of musical culture is due
to the inherent nature of bourgeois
society which produces here, as else-
where. an extraordinary degree of
skill In a few thousand men and
women and forces an almost com-
plete neglect of their own capacities
by the hundreds of millions of other
people,

MUSIC is of two kinds: that which
one makes one’s self or with

one's fellows; and that which is
made for one by the skilled musi-
cian. Os the two. bourgeois music
has emphasized the latter to the
practical exclusion of the former.
The bourgeoisie knows perfectly well
that music made by the masses will
express the masses, will be liked by
them more than they like bourgeois
music and will be used in the strug-
gle of the masses against their op-
pressors. The proletariat is learn-
ing in this era of imperialism these
very obvious things. And it is in-
teresting and instructive to observe
that while workers do not by any
means disregard music as relaxation
and as pleasure, they do. practically
universally, condemn its use as
dream-escape from the reality of
their class struggle, and they do
insist not only upon listening to

LITERATURE AND DIALECTICAL
MATERIALISM, by John Stra-
chey, Covici Friede. SI.OO.

Reviewed by
J. GERLANDO

IN a period when bourgeois critics
are doing their utmost to distort

I the concepts of revolutionary litera-
I ture. to give them the vestments of■ a fad or of a fanatical religion. John
Strachey’s writings serve a signifi-
cant purpose. In a direct and pre-

, cise manner that furnishes a re-
| vcaling contrast to the flounderings
! of liberal and conservative criticism,
he analyzes and explains intelligent-

JOHN STRACHEY
ly many essentials of Marxism that
are confused in the minds of liberals
and sympathizers. His task is an
important one. one that adheres
closely to Lenin’s statement that!
the main duty of the Bolshevik is
“patiently to explain.” His profound
grasp of current happenings, his
ability to discuss brilliantly their j
Marxian interpretation in a style
that is compact, as well as readable, I

| fits him ideally for this task.
“Literature and Dialectical Mate-

Irialism,” though less than twelve Ii thousand words long, is an excellent !
example of Strachey’s genius for

; saying a great deal in a short time, }
for explaining simply without con-
descending, and. what is quite im-
portant in his particular function.}
for keeping his emotions largely in
the background and his thinking in I
the foreground. For anyone who is !
at all uncertain about the implica-}
tions of revolutionary literature, its
role in the class struggle, the effect
of fascism on modern literature, the !
application of dialectical material- i
ism to culture. I recommend this
booklet as the shortest and most!
brilliant introduction to the study
of revolutionary literature that has
been written yet.

Some have called Strachey a
"polite” Communist. Mere polite- !ness, we all know', will never bring
about a revolution, Strachey’s po- ;
liteness, however, is not the Emily ;
Post sort; it is. rather, a suave
manner of writing and speaking Ithat is especially effective with !
those white collar professionals, i
workers, and intellectuals, who are !
often easily frightened. Indeed, so ,
great is Strachey’s suavity that ;
many of our tender bourgeois critics I
who. ordinarily, are ready to yell
“ouch" at the slightest abuse, have
apparently read this essay through I
very diligently, without losing I
their precious tempers and, judging i
from several of their reviews, with !
considerable respect for Strachey’s
points. Os course they have under- }
stated their respect as much as!
possible.

John Chamberlain, for example,
agrees that Strachey’s general thesis |
is “sound enough." He spends no
time discussing it, however, and, in- }
stead, uses more than half of his }
review to piddle around.with minor !
details, expanding them out of their
true proportion, so that readers of
the review who have not read the
book are bound to get a distorted
idea of what the essay contains,
unless they already know enough
of Mr. Chamberlain to be on their
guard.

• • •

SEVERAL of the liberal critics
have applauded Strachey on one

particular point: His appeal to such

music but upon making it them-1
selves.

We cannot point out too insist- j
ently that it is in the music that I
the workers make themselves that}
the strength of the revolutionary •
music front lies. But how are they.j
untaught by capitalist education. |
without the opportunities of ex- ,
pensive lessons, to use their normal I
musical talent to best advantage?
Our social system will keep them i
from this, to the limit of its power i
over them. The only resource is for ;
them to organize music schools for i
themselves. No one will endow I
these! The workers must found I
them and conduct them laboriously
by their own effort.

So we greet the newly formed ‘
Music Division of the Workers
School, affiliated with the Workers
Music League, which opens its first
term January 3. May it live long
and prosper!
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Brilliant Dialectical;
Analysis of Literature
In Booklet by Stracliey

I a critic as Granville Hicks, to judga
the merits of writers as writers, .
rather than as writers who are

| Marxists or Fascists (conscious or .
unconscious). Malcolm Cowley in
the current iasue of New Republie 4
points out the fallacy of setting up I
any distinction between style and '

, ‘■ubject matter; the two are. of
necessity, interwoven. Strachey in
his essav admires Hemingway’s tech-
nical skill as writer but attacks his
social philosophy. Cowley replies:
"A writer’s technical equipment al-
most always helps to determine his
choice cf subject. Even more fatal-

j ly. his opinions and ambitions, and
social allegiances have an effect on
his technical equipment; style is the
man." Cowley's point is well-taken
and se’wes as an excellent rebuff to I

I those liberal critics who praised '
Strachey’s appeal, nrobably for no
other reason than because judging

! “the merits of a writer as a writer’’
seemed closest to liberal, bourgeois

! thought.
In a longer and more detailed

book I believe Strachey would have
developed this point more carefully
and reached a conclusion that is
closer to Cowley’s opinion. Indeed,
there are several nlaces in his essay
where he implies that style and sub- |
ject matter are denendent on each \
other. He fails, however, to link
this point effecti’’ely with his gen-
eral implication that revolutionary

. literature inherits the best of bour-
geois culture. In selecting Heming-

: way as a writer from whom we can
learn a great deal about literary

j technique, without accepting his
Nihilistic philosophy. Strachey could

, easily have shown how Hemingway s
.Nihilism has led' l him to a blank

} wall. The negative aspects of his
social attitude have not only limited
his scope but also weakened his
technique, so that now he is rapidly
becoming a “has-been.”

POWLEY makes one other point
in his review that is important

to consider. Strachey uses the term
“unconscious fascist” as MichaM
Gold orginally used it to designate
writers whose work was fascist in
implication, even though those
writers were not. aware of being S
fascists. That term, says Cowley,
“is losing its importance now that
wholly conscious fascism is becom-
ing prevalent among us.” While it
is true that conscious fascism is
more prevalent now than it wa-
when Gold first used the phra
there are still dozens of influ<
writers, like Joseph Wood K>
and Henry Hazlitt. who wo
stoutly pooh-pooh the accusatt
that they were fascists, but who. by
their so-called liberal writings, are
surely paving the way to fascism. ,

Listen to Mr. Krutch. for instance,
speaking in his recent book, “Was
Europe a Success?":

“There is no activity more prac-
tical or more immediately useful
than that of the great poet who
docs not lemphasis mine] act as sn
instrument for so changing social
conditions that men may be happy
but is a direct producer of happi-
ness. a direct communicator of ths
ability both to endure an imperfect
world and to see its imperfections
as beauty.”

Tnis statement recommend the
sort of passivity that Messrs. Mite-
solini and Hitler would have en-
thusiastically advocated before th-Vy
marched into power. After reading
Mr. Krutch’s statement, my conch:?
sion is that he is not only a “fast
cist unconscious" but also sad 1 *

unconscious,

TUNING IN
7:00-WRAP —Our Outlook for 1935—Sena-

tor Hendrik Shipstead of Minne-
sota.

WOR—Sports Talk—Stan Lomax
WJZ—Amos ’n’ Andy.
WABC -Myrt and Marge -Sketch.

7:15-WOR—Lum and Abner —3k*tch
WJZ—Plantation Echoes

WABC—Just Plain Bill—Sketch
7.30-WEAF- Armand Gerard, Ba?s

WJZ- Ped Davis—Sketch
WOR —Mystery Sketch
WABC—The O'Neills—Sketch

7 45-WEAR—Uncle Esra—Sketch
WOR—Channing Choir
WJZ—Dangerous Paradise—Sketch
WABC—Boake Carter. Commentator

8.00-T’.-EAF—Himber Orch
WOR—Lone Ranger—Sketch
WABC—Emery Deutsch, Violin

5 15-WABC—Edwin C. Hill. Commentator.
8 30-WEAR—Gladys Svarthout. Soprano?

Symphony Orch . Mixed Chorus.
WOR—Concert from S.S. Aquitanit
WJZ—Carefree Carnival
WABC—Kate Smith s Revue

9 00-WEAF—Gypsies Orch.
WOR—The Witch’s Tale.
WJZ—Minstrel Show.
WABC—Warnow Orch.

9 30-WEAF—House Party; Goodman
Orch.: Conrad Thibault, Baritone;
Martha Mears. Songs.

WOR—Corrinna Mura. Soprano.
WJZ —I Like Your Nerve—Sketch
WABC--Gluskin Orch.: Block and

SULLY, Comedy; Gertrude Niesen.
9 45-WOR—Vecsey Orch.

10 00-WEAF—Eastman Orch.; Lullaby
Lady; Male Quartet.

WOR—Jack Arthur. Baritone
WJZ—America in Music; John Tae*
ker Howard, Narrator.
WABC—Wayne King Orch

10 15-WOK—Current Events—H. E Read
10:30-WEAF—Cugat, Goodman and Mi"-

ray Orchs. • until 1:30 am.’. Ma®
ria Jeritsa. Soprano, at 11.50 pm.

WOR-Kemp Orch
WJZ—Same as WEAF
WABC—Progress in 1934—Michael '4.

Davis and C Rufus Rorem of Jo®
lius Rnaenwald Fund, Chicago.

10.45-WAPC—New Year’s Celebration br
Bvrd Expedition at Little America,

UOO-WOiS—News.
WABC—New Year's Eve Dancing

Party «to 4 am.).
11:15-WOR—Lyman Orch.
11.50-WOR—St. Thomas Carillon.
12:00-WOR—Dance Music (to 2 am.).

Orders have been issued by
Harry Hopkins to cut millions of
unemployed workers off the relief
rolls. It is absolutely essential for
all workers to give their fullest
support to the Workers’ Unem-
ployment and Social Insurant-
Bill. H.R. 7598. Send your vote i
the ttsily Worker today! Get yo‘
friends tn vote; Get them to
come reguVw readers of the Dail
Worker, which is spclt-yorin, th.

iBilL Get them U vsbscr,,^’ 1
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Those Who Stay at Home
IN FIVE DAYS, the National Congress

| *■ for Unemployment Insurance meets in
k Washington, D. C., convening from Jan. 5

to Jan. 7.
Already hundreds of delegates from

American Federation of Labor local unions and So-

cialist Party locals have been elected. The National
Congress for Unemployment Insurance will repre-

sent directly hundreds of thousands of workers who
elected the delegates. There will be several thou-
sand delegates.

In the remaining five davs before the Congress,

the task of all militant workers is to broaden the
support for the Congress still more, to popularize
its aims and its decisions among millions of workers
throughout the country. The broadening of the sup-
port for the National Congress for Unemployment
Insurance becomes still more important in view of
the fact that Roosevelt is drastically cutting down
relief rolls and cutting down the amount of relief
even before the U. S. Congress opens. Roosevelt has
stated his opposition to any federal unemployment
Insurance. He is trying to put over some “reserves’’
plan which will not Include those already unem-
ployed.

On January Seventh the National Congress for
Unemployment Insurance will present its demands to
President Roosevelt for adequate relief, and for the
Workers’ Unemployment and Social Insurance Bill.
On that date, throughout the whole country, the
workers’ organizations are holding demonstrations
in support of the national demands of the unem-
ployed and to present, their local demands to the
local governments. Every A. F. of L. local, every
unemployed organization, every Socialist Party local,
should play an active part in these demonstrations
on Jan. 7.

Undoubtedly the Roosevelt government, and the
.0I employers’ press will try to belittle the Congress,

will suppress or distort news of it. as they have done
S’]”m

c”il now. They will try to defeat the demands of
Be- unemployed by attacking the national congress,
therefore it is all the more necessary for the mil-

lions of employed and unemployed workers through-
out the country to demonstrate in no uncertain
terms their support of the National Congress for
Unemployment Insurance, and its demands.

(The meaning and demands of the congress should
be explained and popularized to the masses of
workers before, during and after the National Con-

, gress. Telegrams of support for the congress should
be sent by all organizations to the congress, for its
opening on Jan. 5. Washington Auditorium, 19th
and E. Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Those who remain at home should rally to the
support of the demands of the National Congress
for Unemployment Insurance by taking part in the
pation-wide demonstrations on Jan. 7. These dem-
onstrating thousands are a part of the National
Congress. Demonstrate Jan. 7. in support of the
National Congress for Unemployment Insurance.

/; 'Discipline’ in the S.P.
and United Front

AN IMPORTANT bulletin has just been
** issued by the Revolutionary Policies
Committee within the Socialist Party.

This bulletin corrects the impression
given by a story in the Daily Worker on De-
cember 7 reporting that five Southern Socialist

Tl
j Party state organizations had entered into a united

front agreement with the Communist Party on im-
mediate issues facing the working class.

The R.P.C. bulletin states:
"Contrary to the scare headlines in the Daily

Worker five Southern states have not entered into
a united front with the C. P. A proposal was made
by a number of comrades who happened to be in
Chattanooga, attending a church conference, urg-

I ing their respective state organizations—in line
with the N.E.C. decision—to consider the possibil-
ity of establishing a united front. It is clear that
although an unfortunate use was made of the
action by the C. P.. that the comrades thought
their procedure within the discipline of the party.
Furthermore, the telegram sent by Francis Henson
reprinted in that issue of the Daily Worker was
sent by him as an individual and not as secre-
tary of the R.P.C.; this is In contrast to the Daily

I Worker report.”
These are the facts as now given by the R.P.C.

bulletin.
Obviously if these are the real facts, the report

In the Daily Worker has now to be amended, and
the Daily Worker is only too willing to accept the
correction and to give the situation as it actually
exists. The Daily Worker has never and never will
attempt to misinform either itself or the working
class on a single issue that concerns the workers.
It is only by proceeding on the basis of real condi-
tions that, the united front can h» advanced. The
report given in the Daily Worker was given solely
on the basis of the documents available at the time,
the telegrams from the South relaying the story.

If the united front in the South is not yet the
reality which the Daily Worker reported earlier,
then clearly our task is to press forward to make the
Dec. fi agreement of Chattanooga the basis for an
actual united front agreement between the state or-
ganizations in the South.

And the telegraphic news report in today's
“Daily” indicates that members of the Socialist
Party are actually working together with C. P. rep-
resentatives to make this united front a reality.

Surely, the need for this Joint action is not less,
but greater than ever!

• * *

DISCUSSING methods for reaching united front
V* action, the R. P. C. bulletin lays down the follow-
'fing policy:

_

“The fundamental basis of the Southern under-
taking is incorrect and not with our loy-

a)ty ‘

vhe party -Milch comes anv individual
"* o’- -ssumlon about the

« get the united front. ' _p. members-

is not by external action in contravention of party
decisions but through inner party channels. Fur-
thermore. if we are defeated in our attempts, then
it is our duty as loyal party members to present a
united front to the outside, yes, even to defend a
decision which has gone against us, and than at
the same time to fight with all our power against
such ideas or decisions within the party!"

There are two fundamental issues badly confused
here!

One is the question of discipline, the other is the
question of working class policy In the interests of
the working class. The Communist Party is not
opposed to discipline. But what is the fundamental
test for all discipline? It is whether or not this dis-
cipline is in the interests of the working class!

In this bulletin the R.P.C. defends, on the
ground of some abstract "discipline,” a policy and a
group within the S. P. which it itself denounces as
pursuing anti-working class policies! Does not this
abstract conception of discipline then turn into its
opposite, from a pro-working class idea into an idea
against the interests of the working class?

• « •

UVEN if its eSorts for united action are defeated,
“ the R. P. C. pledges in advance that it will pre-
sent “a unified front to the outside” and “defend
these decisions.”

Now, what does this mean? This means that
the R.P.C. is prepared to give, on the ground of ab-
stract “discipline," pledges of acquiescence to the
“Old Guard” which the “Old Guard’’ would never
give to the R.P.C.!

What kind of “discipline” is it that always per-
mits the “Old Guard” to trample as it wishes on
every decision of the majority of the S. P. member-
ship when these decisions are not to their liking?

The open and ruthless trampling on all party
“discipline” by the “Old Guard” and its supporters
is very well stated by the R.P.C. bulletin itself
when it states:

“Sad to relate, ever since the Detroit conven-
tion, the N.E.C. cannot be distinguished in its
acts from what went before.”

What kind of “discipline” is It that permits the
newly-elected National Executive Committee to dis-
regard the clear mandate of the party membership
as expressed in the Declaration of Principles? Is
this “discipline” in the Interests of the working
class?

The “Old Guard” both in New York, and at the
recent National Executive Committee meeting made
their intention of flouting the national party refer-
endum on the Declaration of Principles quite
clear.

The R.P.C. bulletin itself in this issue reveals
that “the N.E.C. will search nut so-called factions
that endorse out and nut revolutionary positions
and permit other factions (witness the factionalism
of the Daily Forward and the New Leader) to go
their merry way.” Precisely!

Precisely! Yes, indeed! This is just what we
mean!

Can any honest revolutionary subscribe. to this
kind of "discipline” which always acts in a direc-
tion away from the united front for working class
struggle?

• • •

IET every honest revolutionary worker consider
“ seriously the kind of discipline that permits the
“Old Guard” to sabotage the united front, violating
all party mandates, while the R.P.C. is prepared to
“defend these decisions” of the “Old Guard” in
order to “present a unified front to the outside?”

What is primary, the interests of the working
class, which the R.P.C., recognizes as hindered by the
“Old Guard.” or "a unified front to the outside”
with the “Old Guard?”

What kind of “discipline” is this which always
acts in the direction of permitting united fronts
with William Green, with White Guards in New
York “protesting terrorism in the Soviet Union,”
while united front to the left, with the Communist
Party, suddenly becomes violation of “discipline.”

The united front of the working class, comrades
of the R.P.C., is the concern not only of a group, or
a party, hut of the whole working class! It is
with this profound seriousness that the C. P. strives
to accomplish it. We urge that the line as laid down
in the R.P.C. bulletin be examined by its members
in light of the practical results to which it will
lead.

For One Union of Seamen
THE proposals of the Marine Workers In-

dustrial Union to the International
Seamen’s Union for a merger of all unions
among the sailors into one powerful or-
ganization printed in Friday’s Daily
Worker, will prove of far-reaching significance if
seamen on ships and in locals of all unions take
them up immediately for serious consideration.

Favorable action upon those proposals would
mean the greatest stride forward for the American
seamen towards freeing themselves from the status
of “50 dollar-a-month-man,” from the fink hails,
and towards raising their standards to a point that
a seaman would have his own shipping bureau,
decent wages, and living conditions upon ships that
are fit for human beings. The opportunities were
never so favorable as now. The strike of West Coast
marine workers, and the October strike of the East
Coast seamen, has forced the shipowners to recog-
nize the International Seamen’s Union, and give
the few crumbs they have conceded in the proposed
agreement. The mass of American seamen are ready
to join a union, and fight for the demands they
came out for in the recent strikes.

But the proposed agreement forces upon the sea-
men the $57.50 scale in place of the $75 demanded.
Fink halls and shipping sharks remain. Most of
the demands were ignored. Accepting it, means not
only tying the seamen down to the same miserable
conditions which prevail. It is letting go a golden
opportunity for a powerful organization of seamen.

It is precisely with this in view that the M.W.
I.U. has made its proposals. The M.W.I.U. knows
that the mass of seamen if given an opportunity
tn vote and voice their opinion on the proposed
agreement would reject it, and accept the program
of struggle.

The M. W. I. U. has now given a demonstration
that should convince every seaman that its pleas
for united action behind the recent strikes were
made sincerely—guided only by the desire to raise
the living standards of the workers.

The M. W. I. U. is ready to arrange for its entire
membership merging into the locals of the I. S. U.
PROVIDED, the proposed agreement is submitted
for a wide discussion of all seamen (excepting only
scabs) and for a referendum vote of all seamen. It
agrees to abide by a majority vote of the seamen. If
the agreement is rejected negotiations should be re-
opened with the shipowners. If the membership of
the I. S. U. agrees to such a program, membership
of the M.W.I.U. should be transferred to the
I.S.U. without discrimination: officials must be made
responsible to the rank and file; full guarantee of
democracy In the union must be given, and a con-
vention should be called as soon as possible of the
united union, and general elections held.

Every rank and file seaman certainly wall agree
to such a program. T(i is the high officials, the
Olanders. who are opposing it. It is tin to the I.S.U.
members in the locals and on ships to act, and act
quickly.

Party Life
Organizer Cites
Need of Pamphlet
On Work in Shops

Some time ago I wrote in Party .
, Life how we organized a unit in i

a steel mill. Later I wrote of work
: of the unit in the company union.

I We are having some successes and
also some difficulties. The petition
movement, against the efficiency ‘

: system has won a few concessions.
But the greatest gain has been the
growing desire for a union outside ;

jof the company union. This de-
i sire has penetrated into the com-

' pany union committee and a ma- !
| jority of the committee are now for
the organization of an A. A. lodge
(A. F. L.).

In one department the men are .
meeting regularly outside of the
plant, the leadership cooperating

1 with us.
Our greatest difficulty is in mak-

ing our Party members function as |
• a Party unit. They do swell work

i individually but they do not yet
understand their specific role as a (

I Party unit. They are new and nat- I
urally will soon learn.

In this connection, we were
amazed that a year and a half after I
the Open Letter and almost a year
after the Sth Convention finds our
Party without a popular pamphlet i
on “How Communists Work in !
Shops." All Communists doing shop I
work need such a pamphlet badly.

What kind of a pamphlet should
this be?

1. It should be written in the
popular style of Olgin’s “Why Com-
munism?”

2. It should be for Party and non-
Party workers.

3. It should sell for 10 cents.
4. It should cover such subjects

as:
a. The shop unit.
b. The shop paper.
c. The shop unit and its relations i

to the non-Party workers.
d. Revolutionary aims of the Com- I

munists and the immediate demands |
of the mass of workers.

e. The fight for small immediate
demands.

f. The shop unit and the A. F. L.
union.

g. The shop unit and the company
union.

h. The shop unit and the Daily !
Worker.

Our section will pledge itself to j
sell 100 copies of such a pamphlet 1
within a month after it is issued.
(One of our shop units sold 50
“Foundations of Leninism.”) Also,
we will recruit 10 Party members ''
from the shops.
: •

Comradely. ■M. S„ SECTION ORGANIZER. I ,
Comrades:

We, the North Ironwood C. P. unit
are sending $1 for the Scottsboro-
Herndon Emergency Fund. We also
suggest that you insert in the Daily I ■Worker the following, starting a ,
challenge to collect funds for carry- ! :
ing on this work. Our unit chai- |:
lenges the following: The Reno C. P. h
unit, Ironwood Norrie C. P. Unit.
Ironwood street unit,
Michigan. ,

This form has proven quite satis-
factory in collecting funds for our
Finnish Press, and we believe that j
all Units and sympathetic organi- ,
zations will donate and in turn chai-
lenge others.

Comradely.
L. M.. IRONWOOD. MICH. ,

5 Kirov Rallies
Will Be Held
InPhiladelphia

PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 30.—Kirov I
memorial meetings will be held here i
on Friday, Jan. 4, at 1208 Tasker i
Street and at Park Manor Hall, 32d \
and Montgomery Streets. A. W.
Mills. C. P. District Organizer here,
who is threatened with deportation
to fascist Poland, will be the main
speaker at the Tasker Street meet-
ing, and Harry M. Wicks. District
Director of Agitation and Propa-
ganda. and candidate for the U. S.
Senate in the recent elections, will
be the main speaker at Park Manor
Hall.

On Sunday, Jan. 6. A. W. Mills
will speak at another Kirov Memo-
rial meeting at 1137 N. 41st Street,
and workers of the mill district in
Kensington will hold a Kirov mem-
orial meeting on Wednesday, Jan.
9. at 2530 N. Second Street, at which
Wicks will speak. On Monday, Jan.
14. another meeting will be held at
911 W. Girard Avenue.

Judge McDevitt, one of Phila-,delphia’s most vicious red-baiters. |
recently started a poisonous attack I
on the Party here, which led to the '
refusal to permit the Party to use I
the city-owned Convention Hall for I
the Lenin memorial meeting, in:
spite of a signed contract prevl-,
ously negotiated. Almost simulta-|
neously with this came the renewal
of the attempt, to deport A. W. Mills.'
district organizer of the Party, to 5Poland, to face a ten-year prison'
term there for activity in behalf of
the working class,

Gorki Auto Plant Holds
Record for Production

(Special to the Daily Worker)
MOSCOW, Dec. 30 (By Wireless)

—The list of Soviet factories finish-
ing their production programs for
the second year of the second Five-
Year Plan grows larger every day.

The first place in this list is to-
day occupied by the Gorki automo-
bile plant. On Dec. 28 the factory
released from its conveyer its
49.000th machine. Since its opening
the factory has given the country
83.500 automobiles, and in addition

j to this 32.000 motors.
The (Leningrad shoe factory.

Skorokhod. finished its annual plan
I ahead of\schedule, having produced !
in 19M iMjnoonn nairs o£ boots, j

I struggles, the working class was not [
j demoralized. Its fighting spirit, its 1chief organizations remained intact. :

i It learned many lessons, and is]
' even now preparing for greater I
; battles, Inspired by the heroic deeds |

| of the Asturias commune.
The fight against fascism through-1

out the world was aroused to higher
levels. The French struggles in-!
creased the power of the resistance
of the Austrian workers; the Aus-1
.trian workers ’ heroic battles in- ’

; spired the Spanish workers, who
j carried the fight to greater lengths.

Fascism Weakened .. '

Fascism, though it was not over- '
: thrown in any country, was greatly
weakened. It intensified the con-

; tradictions of capitalism driving to
war. The inauguration of the Doll-

! fuss fascist regime in Austria saw
an intensification of the conflict
between German and Italian fas-
cism. Hitler engineered the slaugh-

j ter of Dollfuss on July 25 in order
to begin a new imperialist war for

i the seizure of Austria.
Previously, on June 30, the de-

! generating Hitler regime, was forced
to "purge” its own ranks by slaugh-
tering more than 1,000 of its duped
followers, as well as some of its out-
standing mass leaders. This marked
the definite slashing away of fas-
cism's mass base among the petty-
bourgeoisie, the wiping away of its
promises in a stream of blood.

As the year comes to a close, the
German fascist regime, in the midst
of a catastrophic crisis, with its

! contradictions growing worse, per-
| forms another bloody operation by

i slaughtering from 100 to 250 more
' of its adherents.

On August 19, the butcher Hitler,
in order to go through the motions
of crowning himself dictator and
to take the place of the deceased
President von Hindenburg, ordained ,
a plebiscite. The plebiscite, though
the voting was carried out under
the greatest threats of terror, fraud,

i and distortion, showed more than
7.000.000 voters braving prison and i
death to vote “No!" on Hitler's pro-
posals.

Plotting in the Balkans
On Oct. 9. German fascism, as ,

well as its Hungarian puppets, in-
spired the slaughter of King Alex- )
ander of Jugoslavia, who had just
arrived in Marseilles to meet For-
eign Minister Barthou in order to
strengthen the alliance with France,
as against the machinations of Ger-
man fascism. •

The shock of ! his c :ed is still
being felt throughout the Balkans.

' The aim of the was
! to set fire to the fuse of the whole
i intricate bitter conflicts in the Bal-
kans so that it- could set off a new
world slaughter.

All of the imperialist powers in-
creased their war budgets far be-
yond any figures ever known in

‘ so-called peace times. The biggest
budgets were those provided for war

■ preparations in the United States
: and Japan, with fascist Germany
I coming next.

While the imperialist bandits
were increasing their war prepara-

| tions. striving for a new world ex-
plosion to propel them out of the
crisis, the Soviet Union worked for
peace. In every dangerous war sit-
uation, the Soviet Union stood as
a bulwark for peace struggling
against the capitalist war makers,
utilizing their contradictions to
block their war moves.

In this situation, the Soviet
Union, upon invitation of 34 powers,
joined the League of Nations. Ger-
man fascism and Japanese impe-
rialism had been forced out through
their conflicts, changing the rela-
tions in the League of Nations.

Soviet Power Grows
The imperialist powers were

forced to recognize the Soviet Union
as a mighty Socialist power, and to
invite it into the discussion of world
problems.

i This was based on the fact that
i while the capitalists were still un-

A

By Harry Ganneg
The year just closing enters his- j

tory as one which saw a great and
growing revolutionary upsurge of:
the workers throughout the world
against fascism. It was marked by
the sharpest war dangers, by assas-1
sinations which were deliberately
intended to give the spark to the
world imperialist powder-keg. It j
saw the diseased contortions of the
capitalist powers, writhing in fascist jagony in their endeavors to save
their system from the inevitable on-,
ward march of the proletarian
world revolution.

Certainly never was the foresight, j
the wisdom, the revolutionary
science and program of an Interna- i
tional working class leadership so;
fully confirmed as were the deci- ■sions and thesis of the Thirteenth'
Plenum of the Communist Interna-
tional. which were made at the
close of 1933.

While the capitalist world plunged
faster into decay, while Its prole-
tarian grave diggers again and j
again stormed the heavens, in the j
Soviet Union, the toilers advanced I
from victory to victory’.

The thesis of the Communist In-
ternational at the turn of last year
declared that the world was faced
with a new round of wars and rev-
olutions.

The Austrian Struggle
Early in the year, beginning

February 11, the Austrian working-
class. which had been disarmed in
the struggle by its treacherous So-
cial-democratic leaders, undertook
one of the most brilliant and heroic j
defensive armed uprisings against
the attempt to institute a fascist
regime.

While the Otto Bauers and Julius
Deutsches of the Austrian Socialist
Party were conniving with the Aus-
trian bourgeoisie to prevent an
armed clash, thereby weakening the
struggles of the workers, the prole-
tariat in Linz and Vienna entered
into the battle. After nearly a
week of fighting, the workers were
defeated. But the aftermath of
the defeat saw a growing destruc- :
tion of the illusions that the work-
ers still retained in the honeyed
promises of Bauer of a peaceful,
"democratic” development into So-
cialism.

The anti-Fascist struggles In
Austria were preceded by the Feb-
ruary 6 events in Paris, when the
Fascists, through street attacks,
sought to force a fascist regime intopower. The French workers an-
swered by a huge general strike. I
This was followed by repeated:
united front battles formed first
from below, against the fascists.

Out of these united front strug-
gles. though in some districts it was
carried on together with the leaders
of the Socialist Party, there grew
the mighty united front of the i
Socialist and Communist Party of;
France.

Unity in Spain
Having learned from the Austrian

events, the Spanish workers on
Oct. 4, Joined in a general strike 1
and revolutionary uprising through-
out the country against the institu-
tion of the Lerroux-Roubles fascist
regime. The fight was carried on
under the leadership of the united
front of Socialists, Communists and
Syndicalists in the Workers Alli-
ance, but because of great weak-
nesses of the Socialist Party pro-
gram, as well as because of anar-
chist betrayals, the workers were
defeated. More than 5,000 workers
were killed. Sixty thousand were
imprisoned. In the section of Spain
where the united front had been
definitely established long before
the fighting, Asturias, the workers
gained the victory. They estab-:
lished a workers’ and peasants' re-
public. but could not hold out
against combined forces of the
capitalists.

Though fascism in Spgln was able ■I to defeat the badly prepared anaed

TOWARD A BALANCED BUDGET By Limbach

/ESSf a

World Class Struggle Moves to
New Heights as New Year Dawns

[ dergoing the worst economic crisis
in their history, the Soviet Union

| was carrying out its second five-
year plan.

It is impossible In such a sketchy
! review even to begin to relate the
| achievements of the workers'
| fatherland. The most significant of
the year was the victory over the■ drought, and the increase in the
wheat harvest despite the most un-
favorable conditions, a victory of
Socialist agriculture. While fascist
Germany suffered a 25 per cent
decrease in food; while imperialist

1 Japan saw the lowest rice crop in
20 years; while the U. S. saw farm-
ers and cattle starving, in the Soviet
Union Socialist agriculture was able
to advance to the point where ra-
tioning of food could be ended with
the end of 1934.

The enraged imperialist bandits,
utilizing the desperate Zinoviev-
Trotzkyite dregs still left in the
minute crevices of the decaying
remnants of the decaying class ene-
mies in the Soviet Union, on Dec.
1 resorted to assassination of Com-
rade Sergei Kirov, a sterling Bol-
shevik leader, in an effort to under-
mine the Soviet government and
the leadership of the Communist
Party.

Their dastardly deed had not its
intended effect of stopping the tre-
mendous socialist advance, nor in
furthering the plans of the impe-
rialists who financed and supported
them.

U.S.S.R. Strikes Hard
The proletarian dictatorship

struck at these desperate assassins,
and struck hard. One hundred and

I three were executed, to the howl-
ing and wailing of every enemy of
the Soviet Union.

The end of the year ajso saw the
end of the 1922 Naval Treaty, abro-

| gated by Japan, after it discovered j
it could not be used to contain the
growing conflicts between Wall
Street and itself in the Far East..I Viewing the Roosevelt government |

' driving to war for the control of
the Chinese markets, through the |

i construction of the greatest warship ,
building program, the Japanese in-:

: sisted on naval equality.
War, imperialist-inspired war for

: Standard Oil, and the the British
oil magnates, continues in the Gran
Chaco region, between Paraguay
and Bolivia. The Japanese imperi-
alists continue their incessant war
against the Chinese people in Man-
churia and North China.

New Tactics in Ch’..a
Chiang Kai-shek carries on more

furiously his imperialist-financed
war against the Chinese Soviets.
The close of the year saw a tre-
mendous turn in the tactics of the
struggles of the Chinese Soviets and
the Chinese Red Army. Chiang
Kai-shek's attempts to surround
and destroy the Soviets in Kiangsi ;
failed miserably. The Soviets and
the Red Army broke through.'
marching into several other prov-
inces. winning victories in Hunan.
Kweichow and Szechuan, spreading
to larger territories, preparing for
ever greater victories. At this mo-
ment the capital,of Kweichow prov-
ince is about to fall to the Red
army.

The dying yea/ saw glorious strug-
' gles of the proletariat to end cap-
i italism, aga,nst war and fascist

barbarism.
, The new year will see an In-

, tensification of these struggles, with
the perspectives of some of the■ greatest battles in history for the

i liberation of the oppressed and toil-
■ ing masses in the offing. The im-

perialists will strive still harder to
plunge the world into a new slaugh-

> ter in an effort to save their de-
i crepit. corrupt system. We must
I gird ourselves for still greater bat-
I ties against world fascism, for in-

ternational solidarity, against im-
: perialist war and for defense of the
■ Soviet UnionI

World Front
By HARRY GANNES

A Russian Fascist Speaks
[ Wants Anti-Soviet War
Their Instructions
IUE ARE indebted to an en-
'T terprising reporter, on6<.

Clinton P. Howe, of the Wor-
chester (Mass.) Telegram, for
an interesting interview with

! Anastas A. Vonsiatsky, head
of the Russian fascists in the

:U. S. Vonsiatsky’s picture appears
on the front page of the Telegram,
with the Nazi swastika on his left
arm,

"The head of the Russian Fas-
cist Party of the world, this after-
noon (Dae. 27) told me something
—perhaps not all—of the far flung
activity which he confidently be-
lieves will overthrow Communist
rule in Russia.”

Vonsiatsky, whose money comes
from his marriage to the daughterI of a wealthy American industrialist,

- claims that his organization has
2C.000 mambers throughout ths

I world. When he was driven out of
| Russia by the proletarian revolu-

' cion, Vonsiatsky came to the U. 8,
and married Marion Ream,

. daughter of the late Melvin B.
: Ream, “a family of commanding
prominence in the industrial world
of America.” as the reporter puts

. it. He was an officer in the army of
the white guard Baron von Wrangel
whose atrocities against the revo-
lutionary peasants turned the
stomachs of even the British offi-
cers who require a lot of bloodshed
after their Indian experiences to
bother them in the least.

• • •

UONSIATSKY'S interview dealt
' with the assassination of Kirov,
The reporter concluded that Von-
siatsky’s whole life, as well as his
wife's fortune, were devoted to over-
throwing the proletarian dictator-
ship in the Soviet Union.

"His money (he really means her
money), his every minute and hisevery energy are directed toward
the overthrow of the Russian Com-
munist government. Mr. Vonsiatsky
said.”

How the fascist proposes to do it
is also made clear by Vonsiatsky
himself in his official' organ “Ths
Fascist,” extracts of which were re-
printed in the Daily Worker. Von-
siatsky instructs his cohorts to enter
the Soviet Union, to kill every Com-
munist leader wherever he is to bs
found; to blow up factories, rail-
roads—in short, to slaughter and
destroy wherever possible in order
to impede Socialist construction
and to help the imperialist plot fora war of intervention.

“We shall wait until Russia is
involved in war with some country,”
Vonsiatsky declared in his inter-
view.

The interview took place in what
the reporter describes as the “gun
room.” This is a specially built ar-
senal in which Vonsiatsky has
stored machine guns, rifles, hand-
grenades and other arms. Vonsiat-
sky feels very good over the killing
of Kirov, and has nothing but kind
words to say about Trotzky, while
he pours out his venom against the
Soviet Union for executing 114 ad-
mitted terrorists helping the forces
of Vonsiatsky and others to "over-
throw Cmmunist rule in Russia."

VONSIATSKY, while he declares
his main job is to destroy Com-

munist rule in the U.S.S.R.. offered
his services to the American textile
bosses during the last general strike
to help break the strike.
It was Vonsiatsky’s fellow strike-

breakers in the Soviet Union, who
thought by slaughter they could
help bring on the imperialist war
of intervention that Vonsiatsky
wants, who were executed by the
workers’ fatherland.

Though Vonsiatsky did not tell
the reporter all of his little secrets
on the activities of the white guards
in the Soviet Union, we are able
here to give some of the instruc-
tions. approved by the Fascists,
given to the white guard assassins
and spies sent into the U.S.S.R.
These are taken from Vonsiatsky’s
organ, the 'Fascist:”

“Arrange the assassination of
military instructors, military cor-
respondents. political commanders,
as well as the most stalwart Com-
munists :

“Assassinate Chekhists. members
of the G.P.U.. responsible workers,
secretaries and chairmen of the
Party, village correspondents, work-
er correspondents, and generally all
who unequivocally favor rqd power.
Smash state 'red banks, treasuries,
and safes. Use the money for the
Brotherhood work.

“By every means shatter the red
apparatus of power. Set fire to or
explode the buildings of the G.P.U,
of all Party committees, and all
clubs.

“Assassinate, first of all, the
Party secretaries, the true dogs of
the power of the Commissars.

“Cause confusion. Not only da
not carry out but sabotage all or-
ders of the red authorities.

“Hamper communication of the
red power: Hack down telegraph
poles, smash the porcelain insula-

! tors, cut wires, interrupt and de-
stroy all telephone communication.

“Remember firmly, people: Do
not allow an}' export of the people's
goods. Seize whatever you can and
distribute it. Whatever you cannot

i sieze, destroy. If this is impossible.
| then damage in every way the
goods which are being exported. For

i each commodity adopt that method
of damage which is best suited to it.
Into the food products add all sorts
of rubbish and garbage. Put in
dead rats, throw in lice, cockroaches
and bedbugs. Let the foreigners
taste our Soviet spice. Make the
firm decision: We have been wreck-
ing. we still wreck, and in the fu-
ture we shall continue wrecking.”

What is the economic prospect
for 1935? The Daily Worker gives
you a Marxist analysis. Read the

I Daily Worker if you want the full
picture of American conditions!
Subscribe! Get your shopmates to

| read the paper and subscribe!
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